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Hello and welcome to the latest edition of CONTACT.
How are you holding
Normally, I’d begin

between Nuffield Health Tees Hospital and

this column by teasing

HMP Northumberland, which has seen the

the many features and

latter make new protective coverings for x-ray

stories we’ve got to

equipment.

tell throughout the

Crucially, though, their relationship has
delivered something far deeper.

magazine.

In a world where our lives are viewed through

Not this time, though.
As you read these paragraphs, and the many

the lens of COVID-19, the covers gave residents

throughout this edition, you will do so against

of HMP Northumberland’s textiles shop vital

the backdrop of England being held, once

mental stimulation.
Elsewhere, we look at another topic

again, in a state of COVID-19 suspension.

dominating the news agenda – diversity and

Welcome to Lockdown 2.0 – the sequel

equality.

nobody wanted.

With the Chamber having recently launched

These are incredibly tough times and I
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Nevertheless, there are positives to be
found, none more so than the partnership

up?

sincerely mean it when I say – on behalf of

its Race, Ethnicity and Discrimination

the entire CONTACT team and the North East

Commission, we speak to committee member

England Chamber of Commerce – that I hope

– and LNER regional commercial strategy

you’re bearing up and that we can all soon

manager – Aneela Ali, to learn more about

emerge from our metaphorical COVID-19

its aims in tackling barriers to opportunities

bunkers to begin the journey back to some kind

for younger people and those from BAME

of normality.

backgrounds, to help them explore and

With our present situation in mind, I hope

showcase their talents.
As ever, thank you to everyone who

this latest edition provides some welcome

has contributed to this edition, and to our

distraction.

partners and advertisers who continue to

As ever with CONTACT, this issue has a
theme, which this time centres upon people and

support CONTACT. Your backing is very much

skills.

appreciated.

Such is the permeation of COVID-19 into our
everyday lives, however, the pandemic does,

I hope you enjoy this issue.

inevitably, find its way into some of our stories.

Steven
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As partner engagement & sponsorship manager, Erin Knight

Arlen Pettitt, North East England Chamber of Commerce

her formative years to drive positive change across the region’s

works closely with a smaller group of some of the region’s

knowledge development manager, assesses COVID-19’s impact

business community

largest and most influential businesses through the Chamber’s

on the working landscape and identifies areas where the

Partner Programme, and engages members looking to further

region’s business community can evolve to ensure success in the

raise their profile within the business community. She discusses

changing marketplace

importance of equality. Now, as a member of the North
East England Chamber of Commerce’s Race, Ethnicity and
Discrimination Commission, she is using the lessons gained from

her role and the satisfaction she gains from identifying shared
objectives and building relationships
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adapt. But what does this new world look

A COMMITMENT TO SUPPORTING THE NORTH

NATASHA MCDONOUGH

like and how can the region maintain its

EAST BUSINESS COMMUNITY

meetings landscape, operators have had to

strong position in the lucrative commercial

Natasha McDonough, owner of market research and strategic

conferencing environment to ensure personal

Daniel Marsden-Knight, events programme and development

marketing agency MMC and chair of the Chamber’s Sunderland

connectivity remains strong, skill development

manager, details the North East England Chamber of Commerce’s

committee, tells Deborah Johnson why the city is a great place

continues, and businesses and industry sectors

commitment to delivering a virtual events programme in these

to do business and why the Chamber committee is so important

maintain their momentum?

challenging times

to Sunderland’s future commercial success
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Bernicia eyes
expansion after
£75 million
support
A housing association is pushing on
with plans to build hundreds of new
properties after securing £75 million
support.
Bernicia has been backed by Legal
& General Investment Management
(LGIM).
Under the terms of the deal,

John Johnston, Bernicia chief executive, with Janette
Longstaff, Bernicia executive director of finance

Ashington-headquartered Bernicia will

Graeme Tennick

receive the money in three instalments across a two-year period.
Bosses at the operator, which employs 550 staff and has 16,000 properties across the
North East, say the cash will support plans to build at least 650 homes by 2023.
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They also say it will aid Bernicia’s ongoing work in the communities it serves and allow
the business to play an important role in the region’s economic recovery.
Janette Longstaff, Bernicia executive director of finance, said: “This is a real vote of
confidence in Bernicia and the North East economy as a whole.”
Steve Bolton, LGIM head of private corporate debt, Europe, added: “The fundamental
need for good quality, affordable homes has not changed.
“If COVID-19 has shown us anything, it’s that we all need a safe place to call home.”

Port makes £1 million
wood-pellet investment and
reveals green venture
“This investment underlines our determination not just to meet

underlines it position as a “key player in the growth of offshore

standards, but to go over and above them, with best practice in

renewable energy industries”.

every area of the business.”

The Port of Tyne has bolstered its wood pellet-handling
operations.
Officials say the commitment includes the installation of new
equipment and introduction of a raft of measures to help combat
dust emissions.
Hailing the investment, chief executive Matt Beeton said: “These

Accountant
honoured with
industry award
A North East accountancy company has
picked up a national honour.
Graeme Tennick & Co Chartered

LOGISTICS

A port operator has unveiled a £1 million investment it says

FINANCE

The work builds on the back of the announcement earlier this
year, which confirmed the port’s place as a manufacturing base
for work on the world’s biggest offshore wind farm - Dogger
Bank.
It also coincides with the port’s launch of Tyne Clean Energy
Park, which officials say offers space for green operators to

measures ensure that we are doing everything we possibly can to

support the Government’s goal around powering every UK home

decrease dust emissions to the lowest level possible.

with offshore wind electricity.

Certified Accountants has been named
national digital accountancy firm of
the year by Digital Accountancy Show

MANUFACTURING

officials.

Exwold Technology hails potential
after new plant opening

business, based in Cramlington,

The accolade comes after the
Northumberland, adopted new
technological advances three years ago

A chemical processing firm says it has bolstered its market presence after opening a
new manufacturing plant.
Exwold Technology says its high active herbicide facility, based at Hartlepool’s
Queens Meadow Business Park, will help it “fully meet customer and operational needs”.
The business has also opened an on-site laboratory, with bosses hailing the venture’s
potential to deliver “more complex, analytical requirements”, and extended scope to
carry out new product development.
Founded in 1992, the company was established to service the global agrochemical
market with the formulation of water dispersible granules.
Running its head office out of Hartlepool, the business’ footprint also includes a site in
Haverton Hill, near Billingham.

to support work with clients.
“We have adopted around 23 different
types of software and the benefits
have been huge in terms of speed
of information and cost-savings for
everyone,” said Graeme.
“We can predict and fix a problem for
a client before they have even realised
they are about to have one, and can
on-board new clients so much more
efficiently.”
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ENGINEERING

Troo reveals team expansion
plan after office switch

Factory expansion leaves
Sulzer Chemtech ‘well prepared
for future’

A business energy services firm says it has laid the foundations to create
scores of jobs after switching to a new base.
Troo has moved from Newcastle into a 10,000 sq ft unit at
Sunderland’s Doxford International Business Park.
Bosses at the company, which provides energy comparison support,
say its new premises will help fulfil plans to double its existing 30-strong
team over the next 12 months – and take its workforce to as many as 120
in two to three years.
Andrew Richardson, Troo chief executive and founder, said: “The

Troo’s leadership team

added value we’re able to offer businesses is proving to be very
attractive, particularly in the current market when everyone is trying to
achieve savings.”

An engineering firm says it is primed to increase its global standing after
completing a factory move.
Sulzer Chemtech has opened a site on Middlesbrough’s Tees Advanced
Manufacturing Park.
Officials believe the plant will provide the company – which delivers
apparatus repair, maintenance and upgrade services for refinery, chemical
processing and power industry operators – with a platform to meet growing
demand across Europe, Russia and Africa.
Graham Glen, Sulzer’s head of Tower Field Services – Europe, Russia and
Africa, said the factory will strengthen its work across processing equipment,
columns, vessels and power plant boilers.
He added: “We are well prepared for the future and this new facility will
strengthen our position as a leading partner for the maintenance, as well as

LAW
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Firm supports
sale of luxury
hotel and
wedding venue

Sulzer Chemtech’s new base at Middlesbrough’s Tees
Advanced Manufacturing Park

optimisation, of distillation towers, processing equipment and power plants.”
He also revealed the new site will allow the business to increase in-house
training.

TRANSPORT

Apprentice Alex drives away with
truck load of distinctions

A law firm has supported a deal to take an
historic family hotel and wedding venue
The Robson Laidler charity challenge team

FINANCE

Robson Laidler staff mark
centenary with charity challenge
Staff at an accountancy firm are marking its 100th anniversary with a series of
physical challenges to raise funds for a good cause.
Almost 40 workers at Robson Laidler are taking part in the 100 Year Fitness
Challenge.
Supported by friends and family, the team – which works across the company’s
Jesmond and Chester-le-Street offices – are running, walking or cycling 100 miles
before Christmas in aid of Macmillan Cancer Support.
Andrea Simmons, client manager, said: “Macmillan is our charity of the year, but
our hopes to raise money for them have been seriously hindered by lockdown.
“We would greatly appreciate any support.”
People can donate by visiting www.justgiving.com/fundraising/rl100yc

into new ownership.

An apprentice driver at a family-run transport company has steered his way to a clean

Womble Bond Dickinson (WBD)

sweep of training accolades.

advised the Blackett family – shareholders

Moody Logistics & Storage’s Alex Skelton gained a full set of distinctions during a recent

of Northumberland’s Matfen Hall – on the

Large Goods Vehicle Driver Level 2 apprenticeship assessment.

sale of the company to Walwick Estate

The 23-year-old, who passed his LGV licence earlier this year, achieved the maximum six

Group.

distinctions available during an end point assessment, and excelled in a further six standard

The venue had been in the Blackett

requirements.

family for more than 260 years.

His areas of distinction included demonstrating advanced and courteous driving skills,

A team of lawyers from WBD’s

and displaying efficient, new, or improved ways of working.

Newcastle office, led on the corporate

Alex, from Ryton, attributed his success to Cramlington-based Moody’s Warehouse to

side by partner Ben Butler and Oliver

Wheels scheme – which was established to address an LGV driver shortage – and guidance

Rickett, and on the real estate and private
wealth side by Ellen Rutherford, advised
on the deal.
Sir Hugh Blackett said: “We’re

Moody Logistics and Storage’s Alex Skelton

provided by Tyneside Training Services.
Alex said: “I’m told its quite unusual for someone to achieve distinctions in all six
categories, and I put this down to the excellent training and support I’ve had.”
Richard Moody, Moody Logistics’ operations director, said: “Alex has been the perfect

extremely grateful for the expertise and

apprentice, always willing to listen and learn from the team, and we are delighted at his

commitment of the WBD team.”

achievement.”
Allan McNaught, Tyneside Training Services’ manager, added: “Alex has proved he has the
ability to progress his career within the industry.”
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PD Ports aims
to make waves
with £1.35 million
vessel

Komatsu UK’s Ethan Iveson has built on a
promotion with a first-class honours degree

Port bosses say they have strengthened

TRAINING

work to put Tees Valley in “pole

Komatsu UK’s
Ethan digs
in for future
success

position for international trade growth
opportunities” after making a
£1.35 million fleet addition.
PD Ports has welcomed the Stainsby
pilot vessel to its Teesport base.
Officials say the craft will help move

TECHNOLOGY

Aspire ‘fired up’ for growth with Gateshead Quays move
12

A growing IT firm is setting its sights on market and workforce
expansion after confirming a switch to new headquarters.
Aspire Technology Solutions is moving into 30,000sq ft space in
the Pipewell Quay office development, based on Gateshead Quays.
Bosses say the site – sat in the footprint of the former Baja

East.
He said: “We wanted a new iconic headquarters and the best
possible working environment for our people – Pipewell Quay was
top of our list.
“We have ambitious plans to improve the connectivity and cloud

Beach Club – will help Aspire grow nationally and increase its

performance available to North East businesses. The entire team is

150-strong local workforce.

really fired up about the move.”

The company, which presently operates from Gateshead’s
Heworth Hall, provides communications, cloud services,

Pipewell Quay – due to open in spring next year – is being
delivered by Newcastle-based property development and

infrastructure and technical support services to a range of

investment business Adderstone Group, alongside Ryder

businesses across the UK.

Architecture.

Speaking about its office move, Chris Fraser, Aspire managing

Ian Baggett, Adderstone Group chief executive, added: “Aspire

director, said the switch is “perfectly geared to help us deliver our

is the perfect tenant for what will be one of the coolest office

plans”, which include improving digital innovation across the North

developments in the region.”

TECHNOLOGY

Kromek secures new deal with global industrial operator
A County Durham technology firm behind apparatus used to thwart terror plots has secured a new contract worth around £500,000.
Kromek is sending its imaging and detection equipment to a US-based industrial operator.
Bosses at the business, based at Sedgefield’s NETPark, say its equipment will help the unnamed manufacturer – which services a
global client base – spot potential contaminations during its production processes.
Dr Arnab Basu, Kromek chief executive, said: “This is further validation of the strength of our solutions.
“It also demonstrates the versatility of our detector platforms, which transform the imaging and detection capabilities of customers’
next-generation products to ensure we can live healthier and safer lives.”
Kromek, a Durham University spin-out company, is known for its flagship D3S family of products, which can identify terror threats
such as ‘dirty bombs.’
Its portfolio also includes airport security scanners and medical sector equipment used to diagnose and treat conditions including
osteoporosis.

Hydrographic surveyor Mia MacDonald officially
christened the Stainsby pilot vessel alongside,
from left to right, Frans Calje, PD Ports’ chief
executive, Andrew Ridley and Maurice Brooksbank
Image credit: Doug Moody

pilots between vessels as they enter the
River Tees.
Named after one of the four original

A former excavator maker apprentice
has dug the foundations for

villages that later became Middlesbrough, Stainsby replaces the Coatham pilot vessel,

further career progression after

which serviced the River Tees over a 20-year period.

complementing a move up the

Frans Calje, chief executive at PD Ports, which owns Teesport and acts as a legal
guardian of the River Tees, said: “It is our duty to ensure the river is managed safely and
effectively when fulfilling its potential to support future trade growth.
“This investment will enable Teesport to continue servicing the river and the region as
we secure the Tees Valley in pole position for international trade growth opportunities.”
Stainsby was officially christened by hydrographic surveyor Mia MacDonald in a small,
socially-distanced ceremony.

career ladder with a top educational
achievement.
Komatsu UK Limited’s Ethan Iveson
is now working as a production
engineer in the Birtley-based firm’s
production engineering department.
The 26-year-old’s promotion came

Paul Brooks, harbour master, added: “Stainsby means we have the best technology,

just weeks after he secured a first-

built to the highest engineering standards, which will provide a safe and stable platform

class honours degree in mechanical

for pilots and keep Teesport open for business.”

engineering from Northumbria
University.
The successes are the latest step

FINANCE

in the former assistant engineer’s

Financial advisory firm lays growth
foundations with city centre move

professional journey.
Having initially impressed bosses
during a three-year apprenticeship,
Ethan was subsequently appointed

A financial advisor is targeting fresh market growth after moving to a new head office.
Renew Financial Management has swapped Newcastle Business Park for the city’s 33
Grey Street.
Bosses say its new home will help strengthen work across the company’s Renew Life

as a trainee engineer with the
opportunity for the company to fund
his university degree.
Ethan, of Gateshead, said:

operation, which offers services such as life insurance and critical illness cover, and its

“Securing my degree was fantastic

Renew Advice mortgage division.

after so much hard work, but it was

Louise Potts, operations director, said: “Our head office function has doubled since
December 2019, and we were becoming very shy on space.
“Being in the city centre makes a perfect base for once we are able to safely welcome
visitors again.”

made even better when my line
manager confirmed I’d completed my
training programme and was to be
appointed production engineer.”
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LESLEY MOODY MBE – PRESIDENT

Seeking order in a volatile
environment
Maintaining support for businesses during the COVID-19 pandemic; working to create a Stronger North East;
launching new measures to increase diversity in the workplace; and campaigning for Brexit clarity
Lesley Moody MBE
President
@aesgroup_Lesley

Welcome to our latest CONTACT magazine, one which

extremely powerful project to launch and very much look

is with Europe and exporters cannot

launches at a time when there has rarely been such volatility

forward to seeing its results.

suffer tariffs and delays with this

and uncertainty for many of our regional businesses.
One when statistics show clearly the level of impact COVID-19
has had and will continue to have, for some months ahead
Among the figures, we see worrying employment numbers,
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which are only likely to get worse. I was, however, pleased to

The findings are going to be very useful for all our members

major marketplace. We have a new US

but particularly to SMEs who may not have the in-house

administration with a new President

specialists to advise them on how best to build a diverse

to be inaugurated on January 20. I

business.

hope we can build an improved trade

In my own company over the years we have had team
members from all over the world – China, Taiwan, India

2021. Our last quarterly economic survey also had similarly

and Poland to name a few countries. When you work with

concerning results, with confidence remaining low.

clients globally it is fantastic to have a team from different

campaign and demand Brexit clarity

backgrounds to get the benefit of their insights and knowledge.

from the Government as we have done

In our view Government support measures have been
piecemeal and without essential clarity. Certain sectors such

This pandemic and the need to conduct so much of our

as retail, leisure and hospitality, alongside travel and aviation,

business virtually has given us the chance to hear from speakers

are being hugely affected by the on-going uncertainty. We will

who might have otherwise been hard to access.

continue to campaign to get the help they urgently need.

A case in point was the tremendous webinar we had recently

in the US.
The Chamber will continue to

with so many issues over our long
history.
Our success is down to you, our
members, the Chamber team and its

with the Governor of the Bank of England, Andrew Bailey. He

leadership. Which brings me to thank

theatres, attractions, venues and galleries, including Sage

was extremely frank with us, answering our members’ questions

Lucy Winskell, chair of our board for

Gateshead, Beamish Museum and the Customs House, now

in an extremely open manner, which was greatly appreciated.

eight years. Lucy has always impressed

On a positive note it is good to see so many of our local

receiving funding from Government.
Our campaigning is only successful because, our members,
who respond to requests for information. Thank you!. Your

Good news is always welcome, especially at this time, and our

me with her energy, measured, calm

virtual event with the Norwegian ambassador was welcome and

approach and skill in helping people

uplifting.

look at the ‘bigger picture’. We are

replies and insights not only feed into our work, they in turn,

He was keen to extol the links between the North East to

inform the British Chambers of Commerce’s communications

his country as ‘near neighbours’ and to emphasise the great

delighted that she has become a co-

directly with Government.

opportunities to do business together as two European

opted council member for the Chamber.

countries outside the EU.

I also want to congratulate her on her

The main platform for our campaigns is Stronger North East.
This powerful manifesto highlights the Government support we
seek. It’s a fluid document that reflects regional and member
priorities as they change, looking at what is relevant to our
members and the region.
Which leads me on to racial diversity, very much in the news
in recent months.
When James Ramsbotham, Chamber chief executive,

Which brings me to Brexit and a less positive part of my
column, I’m afraid.
We have campaigned for more information about our future
trading deal with the EU for so long it probably feels like forever

sorry to see her step down but are

appointment as chair of the North East
LEP where I’m certain she’ll do a great
job!
I’m also delighted to welcome John

but make no mistake with the transition period ending on the

Marshall as our new chair and look

December 31… the end is most definitely nigh!.

forward to working with him.

During the pandemic Brexit has been somewhat side-lined,
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agreement for members doing business

see the Chancellor extend the job retention scheme to March

I’ve so missed meeting members face

rang to discuss the establishment of our Racial and Diversity

but if we end up with no agreement, which looks possible, it

to face since March, and I am as always,

I wish you all a Happy Christmas and all

Commission, I was really excited about it. I believe this is an

will be so damaging for our region. The majority of our trade

extremely grateful for all your support.

best wishes for 2021.

MAKING CONNECTIONS

A truly healthy
partnership
the team pride and satisfaction at

When Nuffield Health Tees Hospital sought manufacturing support
to fill a long-standing void in medical equipment coverings, it found
HMP Northumberland a more than willing partner. Steven Hugill finds
out more about their alliance and how it has delivered crucial mental
health support during the COVID-19 pandemic
Nuffield Health Tees Hospital
www.nuffieldhealth.com/hospitals/tees
@NuffieldTees

To borrow an oft-used phrase,
sometimes it is the smallest things that
make the biggest difference.
Take Nuffield Health Tees Hospital, for
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example.
When patients visit its x-ray
department, their gaze is unlikely to

health and safety was firmly in the

with Nuffield Health Tees Hospital did

spotlight and it really highlighted the

more, since it provided crucial mental

issue we had with our machines and lack

wellbeing amid the flux of COVID-19.

of coverings.

“The lockdown was difficult for the

Commerce was fantastically supportive

periods within their rooms with limited

of our appeal and reached out to the

access to work or other aspects of our

team at HMP Northumberland.”

“But this project gave them something
to focus on, and they really got a kick
from seeing how they were helping the
existence is now lived through the prism
of COVID-19, these casings actually

“The North East England Chamber of

guys – they were experiencing long

normal regime,” he reveals.

HMP Northumberland
www.hmpnorthumberland.co.uk
@HMPNULAND

“Of course, when COVID-19 began,

helping society, Keith says the work

With the x-ray covers now finished
and in use, Ross hopes to make the
partnership a longer-term arrangement.
“A key part of my role is to ensure

hospital and filling a gap in the market at

we have everything in place to create

the same time.

a safe and pleasurable experience for

“We’re trying to get them more

patients, which these covers are helping

symbolise something far deeper than

involved in what we are producing – so

to do,” says Ross, who began his role at

their surface fabric.

they can better understand where things

the hospital in February. “We have four

are going and why they have been

covers for four machines in radiology,

chosen.

and they are fantastic quality.

They were made by residents
from HMP Northumberland’s textiles
workshop, after Ross Huntley, sales

“This project is a win-win situation for

“However, we’d like more, across
equipment in the outpatient department,

linger too long on protective coverings

and services manager at Norton-based

everyone – Nuffield Health Tees Hospital

shielding apparatus.

Nuffield Health Tees Hospital, issued

has received fantastic covers and our

on the ward across our inpatient

a social media appeal to fill a long-

lads gained a real sense of achievement

department and for our physiotherapy

standing lack of covers for scanning

and positive mental outlook from doing

teams too.

machines, ultrasound units and mobile

something so worthwhile.

But in a world where our everyday

trolleys.
The plea was picked up by the North

“Here at HMP Northumberland, we
work hard to embed a rehabilitative

“We are really hoping this can be a
long-term partnership.”
Reiterating the project’s positive

East England Chamber of Commerce,

culture into the residents within our care

effect on residents’ mental wellbeing,

which connected Ross with Keith

– and this project provided them with

Ross reveals it has also opened the door

Borthwick, Sodexo Justice Services’

skills to embrace that culture while also

for a closer relationship between the two

senior contracts manager at HMP

helping to improve their mental health.”

organisations around mental health.

Northumberland.

Ross echoes Keith’s words on the

Hospital staff are taking part in

impact of the work on residents’ mental

charity challenges to raise funds for

project – which began as the UK was

health, saying he is delighted the

Middlesbrough and Stockton Mind after

emerging from its national COVID-19

partnership has helped deliver such

being inspired by the feats of former

lockdown – couldn’t have come at

benefits.

soldier Derek Gamblin.

For the men involved, says Keith, the

a better time, nor made a bigger

He says: “There was a long-standing

Sunderland-born Derek took part in

need for equipment covers, with the

the Two Volcano Sprint in October, a

x-ray department having a number of

1100km test of endurance that begins at

workshop has previously transformed

machines, units and trolleys that had

Mount Vesuvius and ends at Mount Etna,

old Virgin Trains uniforms into bags,

never had them.

in Italy.

difference.
HMP Northumberland’s textile

blankets, scarves and gloves for

“Manufacturers don’t make them
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Stirred by his efforts, hospital

1.1 and 11.
“Challenges have included things like

fantastic.”
Keith adds: “We already have things

running 1.1 miles or doing 11 keep-ups

like field runs and circuits for exercise,

homeless people, and fashioned dog

either, so it meant apparatus having to

staff came up with the OnePointOne

with a football, and it has proved very

but by engaging with the OnePointOne

coats out of discarded Deliveroo jackets

be thoroughly cleaned down every time

Challenge, which has seen workers,

popular,” adds Ross.

Challenge, we’ve been able to give the

for animal shelters.

before they were moved to different

alongside their friends and families, take

rooms.

part in activities based on the figures of

However, while those projects gave

“The team at HMP Northumberland
have really got involved too, which is

lads something positive to think about
mentally.”

A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : AC C E N T U R E

10 Questions
Allan King originally started
with Accenture on a six-month
contract in the local Newcastle
office with circa 50 people.
22 years later, Allan is the
managing director of the UK
Advanced Technology Centre
based in Newcastle upon Tyne,
with over 1200 people serving
70-plus clients both in the UK
and abroad. Here, he reflects
on his business journey and
investing in the future of the
workforce at Accenture

Accenture
www.accenture.com/gb-en
@AccentureUK
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What was your first break in business?

Who or what inspires you?

My first actual break was when I joined

Inspiration comes from a variety of

Accenture (then Andersen Consulting).

places and can present itself when

A friend of mine told me that they were

you least expect it. For example, I was

hiring in the North East. I submitted an

recently inspired by our latest cohort of

open letter to the HR department and

new apprentices. I attended their ‘end

was duly invited for an interview which,

of bootcamp’ presentations and was

in reality, was a 30-minute chat with the

nothing short of astounded by their

interviewer about cars. 22 years later

enthusiasm, engagement, and outright

and the rest (as they say) is history.

fearlessness. I don’t ever remember being
that confident when I was their age – it

What has been your career highlight?

was very impressive and inspiring.

Being appointed the lead for the UK
Advanced Technology Centre has

What is Accenture’s mission?

probably been the highlight thus

Accenture’s purpose is to deliver on

far. Having started on a short-term

the promise of technology and human

temporary contact, I used to imagine

ingenuity. We do this by embracing

what it would be like to be ‘in charge’ of

change to help clients accelerate their

Newcastle.

digital journeys and create lasting,

Having achieved that dream, I can

360-degree value for all stakeholders
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honestly say it is the best job that I have

across their enterprises—as well as our

had by some way. Although we are part

own. We also strive, where possible,

of a very large global IT organisation,

to partner with our clients to achieve

What are your short and long-term

connected technology centres. Beyond

skills and vocational training to young

there is an acute sense of autonomy that

greater progress on inclusion and

goals at Accenture?

our in-house training facilities, each of

unemployed people. We also have an

comes with overseeing the Newcastle

diversity, reskilling employees, and to

At this point, my short and long-term

our employees is given access to a vast

industrial placement programme for

office. Each day brings new challenges

help with achieving sustainability goals.

goals are almost the same thing.

range of self-paced and instructor-led

undergraduates, a healthy graduate

Ultimately, I want to grow our business

training courses and learning boards.

programme and we also have a

and opportunities, and the chance
to work with some amazing people,

How do you get the best out of your

in the North East to be (not just) the

Access to training is, of course, only

programme that brings military

both within Accenture and the local

staff?

biggest but the best at everything we

one part of workforce development. As

personnel into our business.

community.

As a leader, getting the best out of your

do. I want to continue to cultivate a

a technology centre, we serve a wide

staff is one of the biggest challenges and

loyal and engaged workforce, whilst

range of global clients and we frequently

And finally, how do you encourage a

And the biggest challenge?

something that we pursue relentlessly.

giving back to the local community and

offer opportunities for our people to

good work/life balance?

My biggest challenge presented itself

I really don’t think we have found the

improving the lives of our employees,

rotate between clients, industry sectors

I tend to find that most people have a

several years ago, not long after I had

ultimate secret, as the answer is as

their families and friends in the North

and roles.

slightly different interpretation of what

been promoted to managing director.

varied as the people whom we employ.

East. The aim is to establish Accenture

I found myself responsible for a large

We work incredibly hard at trying to

as the key employer in the North East

How does Accenture support alternative

other words, what’s right for me might

client delivery, which did not go that

provide the best engagement model

with an enduring legacy and bright

pathways to a career in tech?

not be acceptable for someone else.

well. The key reason why that was a

for our people, which stretches across

future.

We have a well-established outreach

So, I don’t really focus on what you

challenge was not the delivery itself but

many dimensions including our charity

and engagement programme that brings

might traditionally refer to as work/life

the overwhelming realisation that I was

and local community work, training and

How are you investing in developing

talent into Accenture from a number

balance. Instead, I try and encourage

accountable for everything that we did,

skills development, focus on inclusion and

your workforce?

of sources. Firstly, our apprenticeship

people to focus on setting boundaries

and in particular the well-being of our

diversity, flexible working, company perks

Our people are our business. We spend

programme has been running for

and exercising control. Everyone has

people.

and total rewards package. Ultimately,

considerable time and effort in the

about five years. Via that programme

boundaries and even the most junior

we have to continue to listen to our

continual training, cross-skilling and

we bring about 30-40 apprentices

member of the team has a surprising

reputation by being able to deliver hard

people, adapt our model and try to cater

development of our people. We have

into the Accenture regional centres

amount of control. If you focus on

projects, but it was the transition from

for as many of our staff as possible. It’s

an on-site training suite and globally

each year. Our Movement to Work

enforcing those boundaries and

being responsible to having complete

exceptionally tough, but also rewarding

connected learning classroom that is

programme consists of multi-week

maintaining a level of control that suits

accountability that was very challenging.

when you get it right!

used to deliver content via our globally

placements that provide employability

you, then that’s the right balance.

In one respect, I had earned my

is an acceptable work/life balance. In

C O N N E C T I V I T Y:

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

Redefining our skills
base for a Brexit future
With Britain’s protracted EU divorce continuing to provoke uncertainty and concern among
businesses keen to understand the trading landscape beyond January 1 2021, Jack Simpson,
North East England Chamber of Commerce training and global network advisor, highlights the
need to future-proof our workforces in readiness of the Brexit challenges that lie ahead

Jack Simpson
jack.simpson@neechamber.co.uk
@NEEChamberJack
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T

here will be 1287 days from the UK voting to leave the
European Union, to it actually doing so on January
1 2021, and still we’re awaiting final details for our
never-ending journey
Now I know the theme of this issue is skills and
people, and we will start there in relation to Brexit, but I hope you
will indulge me later on with some trade talk.
Part of ‘Global Britain’ will mean setting up a new migration
system – and as we build a more developed and advanced world,
it will be vital to attract employees across the skills spectrum, to
make sure the UK remains on the front-lines of world-leading
technologies and industries.
As with all things in Brexit, the new migration system is still a
work in progress, but it will be points-based, i.e. if the applicant
matches certain criteria (qualification, salary, English-speaking etc)
they will be able to enter the UK.
There are key challenges here, with one being how we define
skills.
Being multi-lingual has been overlooked as a skill by the UK in
the past, but it is a key requirement for service industries and panEuro managers that need to communicate efficiently with clients
and customers.
Secondly, what does it mean for foreign graduates who receive
grades but fall short of other criteria, like salary thresholds?
Will we have to accept that students will work and study here,
only to return to their home countries, losing out on their skills?
This is one small example but highlights how the way we define

skills can make the UK less attractive to work or invest.
Then there are sectors that rely on migrant labour, like food and
agriculture.
For example, an ice cream factory would double its workforce in
summer as demand rises, or farms to bring in the harvest.
The National Farming Union estimates a points system would
impact the agriculture sector, and the 80,000 migrants it brings in,
though similar concerns could be shared among care or hospitality.
A mechanism to support this movement must be explored if we
are set on a points-based system.
One policy gap that has always puzzled me is that between fees
for attracting skills and filling that gap internally.
The UK Home Office tracks who enters the country, what they’re
going to do, and collects a fee for its troubles – the ‘immigration
skills charge’ (much like goods attracts tariffs).
However, that money then just ends up… somewhere. It could
go towards a world-class track and trace system, or the DIY project
of a given minister.
But forgive me if I am missing something obvious.
Wouldn’t it make more sense to put that migration charge into
developing local education bodies or reskilling for new jobs?
It is no secret that automation, or the Fourth Industrial
Revolution, is coming, if it is not here already, so preparing
employees for the future seems like a no-brainer.
Likewise, if we can see there is a trend of CONTACT magazine
writers entering the UK, would it not make sense to fund
CONTACT magazine writing courses here in the UK?

C O N N E C T I V I T Y:

But this is just one of many issues to be thinking about –
Brexit provokes a lot of them.
This is the surest I have been that we are leaving the EU, at
the third time of asking.
The Prime Minister now commands a sizeable Government
majority, so Parliament is less fragmented on Brexit, and a bill
was passed last year to obstruct Parliament debates on foreign
treaties (make of that what you will), placing less obstacles in
Brexit’s path.
The Johnson Government has also set out its stall on what
Brexit will look like.
We are almost certainly heading for a bilateral relationship
with Europe, people like to point to Canada, but it’s probably
better to imagine the relationship Switzerland has.
Even a Swiss-style deal will mean more documents, which
Government estimates will rise from 55 million to 300 million,
new tariffs (tax on imported goods) and changes in funding,
data and tax.
There can be easements in these areas, and unique
mechanisms, like shared fishing waters or free movement of
people; the close proximity of the UK to the EU will naturally
lend to a more integrated relationship.
We may have to be realistic that Brexit may make the
UK less competitive internationally, but that is why it is so
important UK businesses and technology remain worldbeating in other departments (such as a skilled workforce),
reinforcing UK quality and continuing to compete with
European neighbours.
Brexit presents another huge and prized skills challenge.
With the estimated rise in documentation, comes the need for
trained professionals and customs agents to handle and process
them.
The Chamber has been running (and will continue) its
Foundation Award in International Trade to support
businesses in upskilling their trade-facing staff.
Unfortunately, it’s not that easy a fix though, as experience
is vitally important in handling documentation and
understanding different countries processes.
On the other end, the UK haulage industry estimates 40,000
new drivers will be needed for future demand.
Coupled with Brexit, the more drivers stuck in border
checks or queues, the less capacity there will be to physically
move goods.
Hopefully this exemplifies the impact on skills and
demonstrates why it is important to remember it is not always
about attracting top academics when talking about skills.
After all, we could have the smoothest border policy in the
world, but it would be useless if there was nobody to move the
goods!

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
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A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : N E WC A S T L E C O L L E G E

The future of further education
in the North East
By Scott Bullock – Principal of Newcastle College
the Brexit transition period and believe

taking on new apprentices, although that

further education colleges will play an

that skills should be a top priority for the

will be ending in January.

even bigger role in supporting our local

Government.

In the coming months and years,

Newcastle College
www.ncl-coll.ac.uk
@NCLCollege

communities and economies. As well as

We’re expecting the FE White Paper
to be published very soon (perhaps by

supporting the economic recovery and

more than ever we recognise how

the time this magazine is published it will

Working in further education feels as

East, where there is relatively high

businesses but it also benefits our

rebuild from this pandemic, we must also

important it is to listen to our local

already be released) and while we don’t

though we’re working under a spotlight

unemployment and poverty levels, we’ve

learners, who can access high-quality

keep in mind that we’re approaching

employers and understand how their

know exactly what it will look like just

at the moment, but it’s one that I

always positioned Newcastle College

teaching and exceptional facilities and

what may well be a no-deal Brexit and

plans and priorities have changed, and

yet, recent talk from the Government

welcome.

in the heart of our community and

leave us with skills that are going to

the effects of that on our region and our

will change, and how we can respond

suggests that we can expect significant

really focused on providing accessible

benefit them in their career. I think that

country aren’t yet known.

to that.

investment into both lifelong learning

to a lot of change this year and there is

education for everybody at every stage

is evident in the technical courses that

no doubt more to come, but I’ve been

of life.

we offer, from our Digital provision to

ran a survey with SMEs and found

skills and further education high on the

our Energy Academy, both of which are

that 68 per cent of them fear that not

agenda and alongside talk of a Lifetime

Like everyone else, we’ve adapted

so heartened by the resilience of my

The Lifetime Skills Guarantee

The Association of Colleges recently

It does seem that the Government has

and measures to align college provision
even more closely with employers.
Right now, it’s a case of waiting to see

colleagues and students at Newcastle

announced by the Government earlier

guided by Advisory Boards made up of

enough is being done to help them

Skills Guarantee, we’ve also seen the

exactly what reform is planned and how

College.

this year sounds like it will support that

local industry leaders.

prepare their workforce for the end of

introduction of incentives for employers

that will affect the work we’re already

recommendation and help colleges to

doing in these priority areas and how it

to a new way of teaching and learning,

provide even more opportunities for

will enable us to do even more.

we supported our students through

adults in our local communities, but

delays to exam results and we’ve

that isn’t expected to start until early

Newcastle College has always been (and

continued to support them through a

2021. Right now, the impact of COVID-19

always will be) on how we can support

pandemic that disproportionately affects

means that unemployment is rising, so

them.

being able to offer that upskilling, cross-

Together, we moved almost overnight
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That’s a national outlook, but now

We’ve responded to policy and
guidance changing on an increasingly

Being in the North East, the focus of

the local priorities and the needs of our
?

local community. But as part of NCG, we

skilling and retraining is more urgent

also have an opportunity to collaborate

than ever.

with colleges in other regions who

regular basis and, as we prepare for

We’re working to ensure that we can

an inevitable increase in demand for

do everything we can to support those

together to find new ways to support

retraining and upskilling as we step up to

who need it back into work, or even

our own students and employers in our

support our region’s recovery from the

into a new sector. We’ve started some

own area. It’s a fantastic opportunity

impact of COVID-19, the important role

great work around digital skills and

to share best practice, help each other

that colleges play has never been clearer.

employability skills for adults tied into

to enable social mobility and make a

the North of Tyne digital strategy, and

collective impact on a national scale.

It feels like we’re approaching a

have the same priorities as us and work

pivotal moment of change, so it’s

we’re really assessing what the upskilling

So, while we might not know the

actually a really exciting time to be part

needs of the region will be in the coming

details just yet, I am optimistic for the

of the FE sector.

months.

future of further education and even

Last month, the Independent

The College of the Future report also

more so for its future here in the North

Commission for the College of the

recommends that college strategies

Future released its final report and made

should be aligned to local and regional

some key recommendations for what the

priorities and employment needs and I

or challenges appear in the coming

UK needs from colleges over the next

am pleased to say that this is an area in

months, Newcastle College will be at

decade.

which Newcastle College already excels.

the forefront of the response and our

The first was to make lifelong learning

It has always been one of our biggest

East.
No matter what further changes

focus will remain on developing talented

a statutory right for everybody, so that

priorities, to listen to what employers

students of all ages and backgrounds,

all of us can upskill at any point in our

in our region require and to respond by

with the skills that employers in our

lives, no matter which route we choose.

shaping our curriculum to meet those

area need, so that we can support the

needs. That is something that benefits

recovery and rebuild of our region.

Being in the heart of the North
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Staying connected in an
evolving world
Business conferences and trade events are crucial cogs in the turning wheels of the North East’s economy.
However, with the impact of COVID-19 dramatically skewing the traditional meetings landscape, operators
have had to adapt. But what does this new world look like and how can the region maintain its strong position
in the lucrative commercial conferencing environment to ensure personal connectivity remains strong, skill
development continues, and businesses and industry sectors maintain their momentum? Steven Hugill speaks
to Paul Szomoru, director of business events at NewcastleGateshead Initiative, to find out more
NewcastleGateshead Initiative
www.ngi.org.uk
@NGinitiative
Perhaps it was an omen.
As the final seconds of 2019 gave way to the colour and

But with COVID-19 having substantially changed the

optimism of 2020, London’s expensive New Year fireworks

landscape around conventional and digital contact, how can

display – broadcast to millions across the country – was a

the industry maintain its momentum?

somewhat inauspicious affair.
With heavy smoke obscuring the pyrotechnics’ vibrancy,
onlookers were treated to a rather indistinct start to the year
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knowledge clusters and bolster skills.

for a country seeking much-needed political clarity.
The capital’s skies cleared quickly enough, but the hazy
feeling has never really left.
Back in January, the fug felt like an ironic metaphor for Brexit
confusion.
Today, with the COVID-19 pandemic hanging heavy in the air,

The answer, says Paul Szomoru, director of business events
at destination marketing organisation NewcastleGateshead
Initiative (NGI), will be an amalgam of the two.
“I’ve seen and heard large corporate companies say they’re
not going to have any face-to-face meetings until June next
year at the earliest,” he says, “but associations have a strong
desire to want to meet again to deliver knowledge exchange
and to work successfully going forward.
“In the medium-term, I think we’re going to see a hybrid

the miasma almost appeared like a forewarning to the blurred

model become very prominent, wherein you will have a live

world heading our way.

event that also has online virtual content for those that can’t

Usually, it’s New Year resolutions that fail to make it past
March.

attend.
“We’ll also see networks of local hubs that allow people to

This time, however, it was our entire way of life.

come together and meet in a room – you could have a speaker

Back in those early hours of 2020, Microsoft Teams and

live in Newcastle for part of an event, and another live in

Zoom calls were still relatively small vehicles in the everyday
communication highway, with the home-working and homeschooling domains occupied by the comparative few.
Theatres, music venues and cinemas were still honeypots
for joyous gatherings and celebrations, and sporting arenas
echoed to the beats of boisterous spectators.
Business conferences, forums, trade shows, exhibitions and
networking events remained with tradition too, with their
various platforms offering individuals face-to-face interaction.
Today, though, the environment is altogether different.
With tactility having given way to virtual connectivity, the

Liverpool for the other part, for example.
“In turn, they will be linked digitally to hubs around the
country, or around the world if it is an international event,”
continues Paul.
“It won’t be possible for people to travel globally ‘as normal’
for some time, so I think the hub network will become very
important for international collaboration and business.
“It will be a blend of the best of both worlds.”
For Paul, finding a workable solution to the connectivity
conundrum sits at the heart of NGI’s work.
A non-profit, public and private partnership, NGI champions

need for strong lines of communication has perhaps never been

Newcastle and Gateshead – and the wider North East – to

so important.

national and global audiences.

Nowhere is this more poignant than in the world of business

Focused on driving economic development, it works with 170

and commerce, a sphere built upon personal relationships

partners – from large companies to SMEs – to promote the area

that catalyse new deals, develop innovative thinking, create

as a place to live, learn, invest, work and visit, with attracting
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business conventions and conferences one of its key areas of
activity.
“Business events are worth around £150 million a year in
direct expenditure to Newcastle and Gateshead alone, and they
attract around one million people a year,” reveals Paul.
“Our team has a lot of knowledge and expertise around

“These people are leaders in their respective fields,” he says,

boon delivered by conferences and

here, which boosts the profile and reputation of the city and

business meetings, he highlights

region.

#ItsTyneToMeetAgain, a campaign

“In any occupation, people who work in the same sectors
like to talk to each other – to grow networks, share knowledge,

things such as venues, hotels and service providers, which are

debate and challenge developments – that is how professions

crucial elements in bringing an event to the region.

get better.

“We work closely with Visit Britain and international
networks to identify business events we want to bring here
that align with the key sector strengths of the region, such as
offshore wind, ageing, medical science, digital and automotive.
“If we attract national and international audiences of

Spotlighting the huge financial

“they are shining stars and we work with them to bring events

launched by NGI in early October to restoke the fires of the events space.
“The impact events have on the
economy is massive – a large conference

“By having events and conferences where leaders can come

needs multiple venues, which means you

together, we can overcome barriers to professional development.

could, for example, hold your main event

“They help boost skills and understanding, which only benefits
companies across our region.
Paul continues: “By attending these events, people are

at St James’ Park, a welcome reception
at the Baltic and a formal dinner at the
Discovery Museum,” says Paul.

key influential people from these sectors, and they have a

experiencing things first-hand and are inspired by those in the

“But the world of live events is on a

wonderful and successful time and see what we offer first-

same room as them; it is so much better when you can talk to

cliff-edge and we are having to adapt on

hand, that leads to increased trade, inward investment, sales,

each other and engage in the content live, rather than watching

a weekly, if not daily, basis.

collaboration and partnerships.

a presentation two days later on your computer.
“They also have a major impact on emerging talent,
particularly students across further and higher education. If the

created by the business events

event is here, on your doorstep, it’s so much more affordable

community here, with content captured

and accessible.”

on smart phones by frontline people

If the Convention Bureau bring events to the area and
fuses together like-minded individuals, then Paul says another
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moment for the region’s reputation.

videos and content we’ve captured in
venues and service providers in the city

Contemporary Art and Sage Gateshead – is planned to open in

region.

we work together to build business

every year by attracting an extra 390,000 visitors annually –

confidence and show confidence as a

bosses say it will include a 12,500-capacity arena, two hotels,

region.

Furthermore, they say it will have capacity to host up to 2000
delegates, with 6300 sq metres of exhibition space and various

the financial health of accommodation providers, restaurants,
pubs and artistic venues, which says Paul, given the impact of
COVID-19, ascribes importance to their delivery like never before.
A crucial element in ensuring their continuation, he adds, will
be NGI’s Conference Ambassador Programme.
Administered via the organisation’s Convention Bureau

events – complemented by 1350 sq metres of outdoor space.

and know where they are coming from

“We have a massive ace up our sleeves with Gateshead
Quays,” enthuses Paul.
“We are going to be able to host events and conferences in a
completely different way and on a completely different scale.
“It is going to get us noticed globally, and what is also
extremely important with Gateshead Quays is that it is being
developed for a post-COVID-19 world,” he adds.
“The partnership bringing it to fruition are examining the

academics, professionals, researchers and business figures bid

development corresponds to our changing lives.”

Going forward, Paul says its significance is only going to
intensify.

“We can cap attendance numbers,
monitor when people arrive and leave,

technologies we are so good at in this region, to ensure the

the programme actively feeds connectivity.

“Live events are something that can
be held very safely,” adds Paul.

flexible meeting spaces – designed to cater for a myriad of

– which offers impartial advice and support to help key
for, and deliver, major events across Newcastle and Gateshead –

“Uncertainty is the biggest danger
to the live events sector, so it is vital

and projected to pump £85 million into the region’s economy

bars, restaurants and other public spaces.

However, while Gateshead Quays symbolises the long-term
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partnership with our brilliant hotels,

land overlooking the River Tyne between the Baltic Centre for

Billed as an international conference and exhibition centre –

audiences, business meetings and conventions also bolster

“We’ve had a phenomenal response
from national bodies and clients to the

2023.

So vital in showcasing the area’s innovative culture to new

working in the sector.

development is primed to deliver an “epic game-changer”
The £260 million Gateshead Quays development – set for

“The benefits are huge.”

“To help us do that, we are running
#ItsTyneToMeetAgain, a campaign

– there are already teams of qualified

to tap into regional business leaders’

IP Centre Newcastle, the EU Regional

professionals who can do that job very

knowledge and expertise to increase

Development Fund and the Great

well.

resilience and innovation.

Exhibition of the North GX Project

“During these times, operators need
reassurance more than ever.”
Paul’s last point chimes with another

“People are fighting for their futures in
the business events sector,” says Paul.
“It is heart-breaking to see because

– sign-posts information, generates
intelligence and lobbies Government.
“The days of live conferences and

of NGI’s key focus areas in the COVID-19

there are people that have given

events are not consigned to history, but

landscape: help for SMEs afflicted by the

their lives to building very successful

we need to do more to help operators,

pandemic’s impact on trade.

businesses who are now in jeopardy

and that includes Government support.

To this end, the organisation is
backing Citylife Business Support.

through no fault of their own.
“We are working hard with Newcastle

“Anything that is going to help is
really important because if we start

and Gateshead councils to help

to lose talent and skills in this region,

day situation – owing to COVID-19 – remains precarious, a

cash from the North of Tyne Combined

businesses through this, and Citylife –

there is a real risk that they could never

position, Paul says, that NGI is working tirelessly to remedy.

Authority, the free scheme allows SMEs

which is also supported by Business &

return.”

potential for the region’s live events sector, the market’s present-

Funded via £1.5 million Capacity Fund
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College key to
economic prosperity

Your skilled workforce is ready

As we charter our way through the COVID-19 pandemic with Brexit looming, the economic importance
of colleges and the impact they have on individuals, businesses and communities has never been more
evident. Nadine Hudspeth, chair of the Chamber’s Education and Skills Group and director of marketing and
communications at Gateshead College, explains more

The JETS (Job Entry: Target Support)

organise all their required support, which

scheme will support those who have

will include training on key employment

found themselves out of work due

skills, such as CV writing, interview skills

to COVID-19, mobilising a group of

and even self-confidence.”

Reed in Partnership is bringing the ‘JETS’ extension of the DWP’s Work & Health Programme to businesses
across the North East

approximately 50,000 skilled people who

businesses and individuals alike, with

life chances for every adult. The report

Nicola Whelan, head of delivery

advantages for businesses including:

calls for colleges to be placed front and

support at Reed in Partnership, said:

screening, interviewing, tailored training

to the success of the JETS scheme is

centre of these reforms across the UK.

“Having delivered employment support

programmes and expert sector-specific

engagement and buy-in from businesses

for several years, our specialist advisers

guidance and support provided at no

and we invite organisations to get in

and future skills gaps and transform

much to celebrate. Colleges are bursting
with incredible stories of people, of
every age, background and ability,
who’ve been able to get the skills and

More part-time, adult and vocational

Nicola added: “Absolutely imperative

qualifications to launch careers, start

education will be needed to prioritise

will provide vital help to North East job

cost to the recruiting organisation.

touch to discuss how we can help to

or grow businesses, secure jobs, beat

business needs and shifts in the labour

seekers to find and secure employment.

Similarly, individuals will receive advice

support their recruitment plans with the

unemployment and turn their lives

market and the report sets out eleven

and guidance to align their skills to

provision of skilled, highly-trained staff

around with the support of their local FE

recommendations for reform and

have already welcomed 2350 referrals

relevant opportunities and also provide

to underpin their business needs and

college.

renewal of the college systems, with

and 1000 starts in the first two weeks

access to financial support for a range

growth objectives.”

alone, will work closely with Reed in

of job searching activities, including help

Partnership’s expert employment advisers

towards: travel costs, interview clothing,

JETSNE.Info@reed.com or call 0800 025

to develop a personal plan of action and

health assessments and training.
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Further education colleges sit right

three key priorities

at the heart of communities; they
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The fully-funded scheme will support

have become recently unemployed.

Despite such uncertain times, there is

work hand in hand with businesses to

1. Upskilling people across the UK by

make sure they have access to skilled

making it possible for everyone to

employees; and with local authorities,

learn throughout their lives, whatever

agencies and community groups to

route they choose to take, with a

ensure that those in every part of our

statutory right to lifelong learning and

society have the opportunity to develop

grants and loans that allow college

the skills that mean they can engage

students to live well whilst studying.

in work and life. It is further education
colleges who nurture those returning to

2. Backing business, driving innovation

education to retrain, the teenagers who

and addressing skills gaps by

just didn’t get on at school and the ones

establishing a unique service for

who are simply ready for the next step,

employers at their local colleges for

to grow up and be more independent as

training and upskilling both future and

they prepare for work or university. And

current employees and innovation

today, colleges are needed more than

support, including through “employer

ever.

hubs”.

A report just launched by the
Independent Commission on the College

3. Overhaul, rebalance and integrate the

of the Future states how radical, long-

whole post-16 education and skills

term education and skills reform and

system with a ten-year strategy for

investment is needed to address current

how colleges will deliver what each
nation’s economy and society needs,
redressing funding inequity where it
exists.
There is no doubt that the sector does
a great job now but new challenges
demand different approaches and,
with the right policies, funding and

“JETS participants, of which we

infrastructures in place, our colleges are
more than ready to help shape a further
education system that delivers more for
everyone.
We are used to bending and flexing
to respond to the needs of our very
diverse communities. This was never
more evident than when the pandemic
hit with colleges flipping to an entirely
virtual learning experience overnight
and then skillfully accommodating
the changes needed to bring students
and apprentices back into classes and
workshops. Blended learning is the new
norm ensuring those who might have
to self-isolate can continue with their
studies and that no-one gets left behind.
All of us here at Gateshead College,
and at colleges across the region, will
change and adapt as we need to make
sure that everyone in our communities
benefit from changes in FE policy,
have access to high quality training
opportunities and to provide certainty to
young people and employers. Our work
with the Chamber is crucial in enabling
us to do this and is fundamental to
building a stronger North East.
Gateshead College
www.gateshead.ac.uk
@gatesheadcoll

To get involved with JETS, email
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Goodbye to the commute?
What the North East needs
to consider in our changing
relationship with the
workplace
Arlen Pettitt, North East England Chamber of Commerce knowledge development manager,
assesses COVID-19’s impact on the working landscape and identifies areas where the region’s
business community can evolve to ensure success in the changing marketplace
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Arlen Pettitt
arlen.pettitt@neechamber.co.uk
@NEEChamberArlen

T

ake a map of the North East and stick a pin where
Grey’s Monument is in the centre of Newcastle.
Now take a pencil and draw a circle, starting at
Cramlington and taking in Seaton Sluice and
Sunderland to the east, round to Chester-le-Street in
the south and Prudhoe in the west, then joining back up where you
started in the north.
The radius of that circle – approximately 9.4 miles – is about the
length of the average North East commute.
Or it was in 2019; in 2020 a significant portion of us are probably
averaging closer to 9.4 metres.
That 9.4-mile distance varies a little bit across the country, but
only from 7.4 miles in London to 11.9 miles in the East of England.
Why does that matter?
The message from the data is clear: people like to live fairly close
to where they work.
For a region like the North East, with around 2.7 million people
and a population density of around 800 people per square mile,
that’s actually a fairly limited pool of potential employees a business
can draw from.

By way of comparison, the North West has a population density
of nearly 1300 people per square mile, and London’s is approaching
15,000.
Just two per cent of North East workers commute into the region
– the lowest proportion in England – so we are more reliant on our
local workforce than other parts of the country.
It’s one of the accepted narratives of the North East that people
are drawn out of the region in order to pursue their careers – both
those who are born here and those who come here to study then
leave after graduation.
Flipping the viewpoint for a minute; where population density
limits the pool of available workers for businesses, business density
limits the scope of an individual’s potential career.
The truth is, we just don’t have a lot of private businesses.
We have 694 businesses per 10,000 adults, compared to 981 in
the North West, 967 in Yorkshire and the Humber, and 1544 in
London.
People need to feel that where they live offers them choice –
specifically, choice within 9.4 miles – so that if Job One isn’t what
they thought it would be or doesn’t offer progression, there’s a Job
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Two, a Job Three and a Job Four out there too.
That’s especially an issue for younger people who might be
uncertain about their career path or expecting to move roles
more often.
For workers who are a little older – perhaps in their 30s or
40s – the problem might be having a business ecosystem that
can support their partner too, perhaps in an entirely different
sector.
Now, here’s the point. If the future of work is less tied to
being present in one location, then those barriers are less of a
problem.
For large spells during the coronavirus pandemic, the
official guidance has been to work from home if you can.
The result has been unprecedented levels of home working,
including many businesses and job roles that had previously
thought it impossible.
Back in April, at the height of the national lockdown, 49.1
per cent of North East workers had done at least some work at
home that week – above the national average, and beaten only
by London, the South East and the North West.
That’s pretty good going to have half of us on the 9.4 metre
commute instead of the 9.4 mile one.
However, ability to work from home – as I’ve written before
on these pages – is an incredibly uneven playing field.
The Office for National Statistics (ONS) found that during
that spell in April you were at least three-to-four times more
likely to be working from home in managerial, director,
professional or technical positions (57.2 per cent-69.6 per
cent), than you were in skilled trades, care, leisure or sales
(14.9 per cent-18.9 per cent).
This, of course, makes perfect sense – some jobs can be
done from anywhere with the right technology, but some really
can’t.
The industry split found by the ONS makes sense too. The
information and communication and scientific and technical
sectors topped the working from home charts, and the
transport and accommodation sectors were at the bottom.
Keeping those inequalities and our uncertain world in mind,
I think there are three areas where the North East can focus.
One – u se our looser relationship with the workplace to
encourage more people to live and work from the
region, even when their business might be based
elsewhere.
Two – c reate deeper links between business and education to
ensure we have the right skills in the local workforce
longer term, regardless of ability to work from home.
Three – s upport entrepreneurial activity in the region to
increase the size and diversity of the region’s business
community.
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A strong knowledge stream
letting ideas flow
When Northumbrian Water Group embarked on a project to better engage with customers around sewer
flooding and ways to mitigate future risks, it turned to the national Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP)
programme. Uniting industry with academia, KTPs supercharge ideas and concepts into tangible outcomes by
applying innovative thinking and fresh creativity to real-world problems. Working with Durham University, it
forged a partnership to explore improvements to its sewer flooding communications framework, which is now
coming to a conclusion. Here, Steven Hugill speaks to Chris Jones, Northumbrian Water Group’s research and
development manager, and Nick Barber, the company’s KTP associate, to find out more
Northumbrian Water Group
www.nwl.co.uk
@nwater_care
Durham University
www.dur.ac.uk
@durham_uni

Collaboration sits as a cornerstone of business success.
Any organisation will attest to the impact that partnerships
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– and the creative thinking they inspire – have in opening up
pathways for innovation, growth and market accomplishment.
So when Northumbrian Water Group embarked on a project

Newcastle University on farm management improvement to help
cut river pollution, Northumbrian Water Group is now finalising a
plan to improve its customer messaging.
Built using Nick’s research, its blueprint includes helping people
spot early warning signs of sewer flooding to increase reporting,

to reduce risks and impacts around sewer flooding – by

and better promotion of public evidence collection – through

strengthening its relationship with customers – the company

videos and photographs – to allow for more efficient incident

quickly recognised teamwork would be a crucial element in

management.

meeting its objectives.
This collaboration, however, wouldn’t just come from internal
sources.
Instead, the firm connected with Durham University on a
Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP).
Linking a company with an academic, research organisation

The outline also focuses on the need to further mitigate the
impact of sewer flooding on residents in the immediate aftermath
of an event, raise customer engagement around ongoing works,
provide greater education to stop certain items being discarded
down sinks and toilets, and create a more streamlined approach
with contractors around private sewers.

or graduate, KTPs introduce new skills and the latest theoretical

Using this framework, Nick – a physical geography graduate

approaches to projects, which drive innovation and lead to new

who studied a Master’s in hydrology – has liaised remotely and

ways of working.

digitally with customers to discuss the company’s plans and

Furthermore, with academics assigned exclusively to
businesses across the lifespan of their relevant partnerships –
working under the title of associate – KTPs allow an individual to

reported back their views to shape the tone and look of its
eventual messaging.
For Chris Jones, Northumbrian Water’s research and

universally understand an organisation, its data and its history

development manager, the alliance – which is due to come to a

while remaining free from the experiences of past projects and

conclusion in January 2021 – has been extremely fruitful.

initiatives, to deliver fresh perspectives.

“We held an Innovation Festival in 2017 and were exploring the

For Northumbrian Water Group, which runs its head office

issue of flooding and what we could do to inform and support

out of Pity Me, on the outskirts of Durham City, the endeavour is

customers, and potentially where we might be able to mitigate

proving extremely productive.

future risks,” says Chris, explaining the KTP’s origins.

Having identified a need to increase customer engagement

“We came up with a couple of ideas and, as it happened,

around sewer flooding and ways to mitigate potential risks back

there was someone from Durham University in one of our

in 2017, the business founded its KTP the following year.

design sprints, who was undertaking a PhD looking at flood risk

Having appointed associate Nick Barber, who studied a PhD at

communications.
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“Our sprints are used to identify a problem and a subsequent
solution, before accelerating work and testing and prototyping
of an idea.
“The PhD student brought ideas from a river catchment point

“But, by taking part in the KTP, it has given us a lot more
confidence that we are doing the right thing.”
For Nick, who’s plans for face-to-face community engagement

of view and had worked with communities in the Tyne Valley to

were altered dramatically by the COVID-19 pandemic and

see how new tools and processes could help them with flood risk.

subsequent social restrictions, the experience has been “terrific.”

“They brought them to the design sprint, and we then brought

“As a model, KTPs are great and provide a fantastic

our own ideas together and focused more on the risks from

opportunity for an associate like myself to get a flavour of

sewers.”

industry,” he says.

Spurred by the outcomes from its design sprint, Northumbrian

Nick also says he has enjoyed his work with customers,

Water Group pushed ahead with securing a KTP and received

and recording their observations, which he is now using to

grant funding from Innovate UK and the Natural Environment

mould Northumbrian Water Group’s future sewer flooding

Research Council to ensure its commencement.

communications framework.

As well as recruiting associate Nick, the KTP has also allowed

He says: “I did a lot of data analysis to identify customers who

the business to access the expertise of Professor Louise Bracken,

had experienced above-average levels of sewer flooding and

from Durham University’s Department of Geography.

encouraged them to share their experiences and thoughts with

This, says Chris, has provided a significant boost because it
has further increased the company’s ability to tap into academic
knowledge and fresh thinking.
“KTPs are all about taking knowledge and transferring it from
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“We could have missed the mark,” adds Chris.

academia to industry to create strategic value,” he says.
“We have certainly done that with Nick, who is highly-qualified
and has very relevant skills and experience from his time working
with farmers to co-design solutions for agriculture on flooding.
“Him being an associate means he has become embedded
within us, which means he better understands the business and
knows what we’ve done before, so we’re coming up with focuses
on finding new methods and ways.
“However, we also have a half-day access every week to a
senior academic through the KTP.
“Our contact for that is Louise, and it is great to have access to
that sort of level of academic expertise.
“People like Louise can challenge assumptions and look at
areas we may not necessarily have thought about.
“We also have a local management committee, which includes
a representative from the university and the business – and

me.
“I then did a thematic analysis to see if there were any
common threads and that led me to issues I discussed with
people during our remote, digital conversations.
“From there, we moved to group workshops to further gauge
responses and explore areas that people were most interested in
or had specifically highlighted previously.
Nick continues: “I split the customers I was working with into
two groups of six and went back to Northumbrian Water Group
to feed back their responses.
“That helped begin planning the educational material that the
company would like to produce, in terms of what it will contain,
whether it will be expressed as a graphic, and the overall tone
and style of the words and messaging.
“We’re now working on some prototypes of what the material
might look like.”
The final communication structure may still be work in
progress, but Chris and Nick are both certain in their support for
KTPs and the benefits they deliver.
“Smaller businesses might sometimes get put off about

Innovate UK is also represented in the form of a KTP advisor –

working in this way with a university, simply because they may

which meets regularly to monitor progress.

not know where to start,” says Chris.

Chris continues: “We are developing a Drainage and
Wastewater Management Plan to oversee services in our
catchment and this KTP is feeding into that.
“We have certainly accelerated our thinking and changed our
thinking by engaging with the KTP.
“What we could have done is gone off after our initial design

“But that is where the KTP advisors, who are there to guide
you through this process from the very start, come in.
“We see ourselves as a community organisation – most of
our employees live in and around the areas we serve – and
undertaking a KTP like this one is just another way to strengthen
those links.

sprint and developed an app, for example, because we thought it

“It really is a great programme.”

was the right thing to do.

Nick adds: “This partnership has been really interesting.

“But, by doing it this way, we are co-designing solutions
alongside the people – customers – they are there to help.

“It has been terrific to be part of a project that is delivering
something so meaningful for local communities.”
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A financial planning lesson
business leaders should learn
from COVID-19
By Christopher Bartlett, financial planning director at Rathbones
Rathbones
christopher.bartlett@rathbones.com
www.rathbones.com

Life can take unexpected turns and we

multiple business interests then they can

need to prepare for all eventualities.

appoint separate LPAs for each.

Yet, most businesses will only start

The LPA agreement will include non-

succession planning when the key

binding recommendations and legally

decision maker is coming up to

binding instructions to help the attorney

retirement – ignoring the possibility

make decisions in the person’s absence

of a rare or ‘black swan’ event. This is

and understand the areas they have the

despite research suggesting a quarter of

authority to deal with.

small businesses would have to close if a

An attorney is there essentially to
Who would benefit from a business

replace the owner of the business and

LPA?

so it’s important that they have similar

being left without leadership, business

There are businesses which would

experience. Therefore, choosing another

owners should consider employing

particularly benefit from having one

director or partner at the business would

financial planning techniques to help

in place. For example, if you are a sole

usually make the most sense. However,

plan for the unexpected. As you might

trader or the only director of a small

in some circumstances a business owner

appoint an attorney via a Lasting Power

private company, appointing an attorney

may prefer an independent person to

of Attorney (LPA) to care for an elderly

will mean your business is protected

represent them.

relative, you can appoint an attorney

and can keep trading even if you are

via LPA for a business too. Should the

incapacitated.

key person became ill or passed away1.
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Who would make a good attorney?

To manage the risk of the business

owner then be unable to make decisions,

In comparison, partners or company

In some regulated professions anyone
managing the business must be a
qualified professional. This means that

the attorney could authorise payments,

directors of larger firms or businesses

the attorney must be too. For example,

pay salaries or make other important

are less likely to need one. Provisions

if you ran an accountancy business the

financial decisions.

are normally included in the partnership

attorney would need to be a qualified

agreement or company’s articles of

accountant.

What is an LPA?2

association if a decision maker cannot

An LPA is a legal document that allows

do their job.

The past few months have tested
business resilience to the limit but, for

an individual to appoint a representative

If business owners already have an

to act on their behalf. These are divided

LPA in place referring to their personal

storm, the COVID-19 pandemic has also

into two categories: financial decisions,

finances, this does cover business assets

provided useful learnings. Safeguarding

and health and care decisions. A

but it may be that the personal attorney

your business against these unexpected

business LPA is a type of financial LPA

is not appropriate to make business

turns will help to protect your business

that deals specifically with the person’s

decisions and so a separate business

and your employees for the future -

interests in a business. If the person has

LPA is useful.

whatever it may hold.

those that have been able to weather the

References:
1
Legal and General, State of Nation’s SMEs report, 2019
2
Source used for information: https://www.thegazette.co.uk/all-notices/content/101043
The price or value of investments, and the income derived from them, can go down as well as up and an investor may get back less than the amount invested.
Rathbone Financial Planning is a part of Rathbones. Rathbones is a trading name of Rathbone Investment Management Limited, which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation
Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.
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NORTH EAST ENGLAND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE: STRONGER TOGETHER

Strength in numbers
How the North East England Chamber of Commerce is in a unique position to support the region’s business
community in these unprecedented times

The work of the North East England Chamber of Commerce is

It also stresses the importance of

essential to give greater local control over how that money is

Government and businesses working

the length and breadth of the region, including Nissan, Greggs,

spent.”

together closely to overcome current

Visualsoft, PD Ports and Gateshead College.
Every year, after consultations and vigorous debates, the

The pandemic has generated intense debate on town centres
and their future. Stronger North East’s recommendations on this

economic challenges.
Support for the culture, arts and

regeneration and improving the quality of

Dickinson, says: “Improvements to the

life in the region.

North East’s transport, digital and energy

‘Together we grow stronger’ is the

infrastructure is critical to enable the

Chamber’s watchword and it passionately

region to contribute to the UK’s economic

advocates for its members who are also

recovery. Investment in infrastructure

membership sets a clear list of priorities for the Chamber team to

issue include sustainable support for independent start-ups in

hospitality sectors is also key. The

calling on Government to help unlock

is essential as part of the levelling up

focus its activities.

town centres and repurposing key spaces in them to ensure they

Chamber’s view is that Government

North East potential.

agenda, in creating a green recovery and

are effectively used to stimulate economic growth.

needs to recognise their important role in

Stronger North East is an ambitious ‘to-do’ list for the coming
year and has five key areas - with the aim of creating dynamic
places, attracting investment and creating jobs.
This work will strive to make the North East more influential
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“Alongside this, further devolution of decision making is

very much member-led, championing businesses of all sizes from

Kevin Bell, partner at Womble Bond

in maintaining our international links in a
post-Brexit landscape.”
Graeme Mason, planning and corporate
affairs director at Newcastle International

– to get the region’s voice heard on the national stage – more

Airport, adds: “It has never been more

connected – to ensure there’s first-class digital and transport

important for the North East to have a

connectivity – and more competitive – with a clear focus on

powerful voice to ensure our region is

boosting the economy through supply chains.

globally connected and able to exploit

The importance of international trade is also at the heart of

every opportunity for growth. We have

Stronger North East, with support for businesses looking for

challenges ahead but a proud history

global opportunities for growth, while the final area is focused

of collaboration and endeavour that,

on creating a dynamic region with vibrant centres and innovative

with the right Government support, will

companies.

generate economic success.”

Jonathan Walker, director of policy at the North East England

Steph Edusei, chief executive at St

Chamber of Commerce, (pictured) says: “The pandemic has

Oswald’s Hospice, adds: “St Oswald’s

given our members severe challenges but we are here to support

Hospice is a community-led regional

them and have campaigned successfully for measures to get

charity and we truly understand the

Government help.

strength, value and importance of

“What has become clear in our conversations with businesses is

working with, and for, our communities.

that any recovery in our region must be built on several principles.

To truly thrive and not just survive this

We must leverage the renewed sense of community that we have

pandemic and beyond, to help build a

seen during this crisis and never lose sight of the importance of

stronger and more resilient North East,

fairness, both between and within regions. Our recovery must

we must continue to be adaptable, create

address long-term goals such as sustainability and ensure that

alliances and support one another.”

businesses are able to make the most of every opportunity
available to them.

Darren Hankey, principal at Hartlepool
College of Further Education, adds: ‘’We

“These principles will be the benchmark for all our work and

believe that world-class education is key

also be the measurement by which we judge the Government’s

to ensuring that all people, regardless of

response to our campaigns. We cannot rely solely on others to

background, can reach their full potential.

build this recovery for us; we must do what we can for ourselves.

It will also help to ensure businesses in

“There has been a great deal of talk of ‘levelling up’ regions

our region have access to a talented

such as ours. We have heard much of this political rhetoric

workforce with the skills they need to

before but now is the time for a serious national plan to close the

grow. In a very challenging time, renewed

economic gaps between regions.

and sustained investment and focus on

“This will mean fundamental changes to both national policies

our education system, in all its forms, will

and funding allocations across the board to meet the specific

lay the groundwork for a Stronger North

objective of reducing regional inequality.

East.”
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The Tyneside
business
that’s evolved
through testing
times

By the early 1900s, the company’s offices were on Newcastle’s

sea, so we’ve converted that knowledge and understanding into

Collingwood Street. These days, we occupy one of the city’s most

support for the ship owners and operators we insure.

prominent sites – just a stone’s throw from the Millennium Bridge
and right at the heart of Newcastle’s regenerated Quayside.
Our neighbours are some of the North East’s most innovative

North
www.nepia.com
@NorthPandIClub

Few companies can say they’ve been innovating for 160 years.
Through all the seismic historical events since 1860, North P&I
Club - a maritime insurer based on Newcastle’s Quayside - has
been focused on allowing ship owners and operators to trade
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with confidence.
It’s remarkable to think our company came to be the year
Abraham Lincoln was elected and Charles Dickens published the
first instalment of Great Expectations.
Meanwhile, the banks of the Tyne were alive with a new wave
of shipbuilding and maritime industry connected to the export of
coal – from the North East’s rich coalfields – and manufactured
goods all around the world.
It was an era in which shipping was extremely dangerous.
In 1860, the North of England Iron Steam Ship Protecting
Association was launched in response. It provided personal injury
cover and collision liability cover to its members – the shipping
companies that were helping to put the North East on the map.
That was the beginnings of North P&I as we know it today.

war. Provided in partnership with geospatial analysis experts

businesses. There are digital specialists, such as 3D visualisation

Geollect, MyGlobeView is an interactive geographical information

experts Zerolight, and worldwide software developers Dontyne

portal that gives mariners real-time information to help them

Systems and Global mSDS. A whole host of high-profile

avert danger.

professional services firms are located nearby, supporting other
companies in the region and much further afield.
It means today’s Quayside is almost unrecognisable from the
dirty, noisy and industrial scene that North’s founding members

By Paul Jennings, chief executive of North

Last year, North launched a new digital tool to keep seafarers
and ships safe from threats, such as extreme weather, piracy and

would have been accustomed to. In place of today’s recognisable

It has come into its own as a vital tool for shipping operators
navigating their way through this pandemic. The software can
assist ships with chartering, operations and help prepare staff for
what to expect when arriving in port.
In February, we launched the COVID-19 Online Tracker on

landmarks, were warehouses, industrial hubs and housing for local

MyGlobeView. This interactive tool provides additional port-

workers.

specific advice, such as whether crew members are allowed

Now the modern office spaces and studios in their place

ashore for medical treatment. The tracker is constantly updated

are where world-beating technology is developed, specialist

with the latest information from a variety of trusted sources

knowledge is sold overseas and the businesses that will define the

including the World Health Organisation and International

21st century are being conceived.

Maritime Organization (IMO) – the United Nations’ special agency

North might have more than a few years on these businesses,

for the safety and security of shipping.

but we’re still inspired by their innovation and ambition. It drives

Every day brings new developments in this pandemic, and

us to stay at the forefront of our sector. Providing new products

shipping operators need reliable, up-to-the-minute information.

and services for our customers helps us retain more than 12 per
cent global market share. In other words, one in every eight
merchant ships that trade around the world are insured by North.

A human challenge is also growing.
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An estimated 250,000 seafarers have been forced to remain
at sea, as travel and border restrictions have been applied,
repatriation refused, and medical attention ashore denied. Crew

of Newcastle and Sir James Knott, whose philanthropic trust

important for us to support the businesses on our doorstep as

changes are not taking place, and there are many thousands of

endures today, and whose name is shared with the landmark Sir

it is to maintain and build our worldwide reputation. The North

sailors now stuck in a stressful limbo away from their families and

James Knott Memorial Flats that stand sentry at the mouth of the

East has a strong regional identity, tied together by its close

loved ones, despite many having had no contact with the virus

Tyne.

geographical links. The professional services sector is particularly

and posing no health risks.

We’re a Newcastle business with a global reach. It’s as

Those flats were completed in 1939, just as the world faced
another great challenge.

strong in the city; alongside our own headquarters on Newcastle’s

Understandably, this has serious implications for the health,

Quayside are major global names such as KPMG, Grant Thornton,

safety and wellbeing of seafarers everywhere. We know full well

Barclays, Norton Rose Fulbright and Arcadis.

the strong link between our region and the maritime industry, and

from a meeting in London with the Board of Trade and began

In August of that year North, along with other clubs, returned

We’ve been in business for 160 years, and have seen the

as a result, many in our region will also be acutely aware of the

contacting members to ensure as many of them as possible could

business community of Newcastle and the wider North East

strain this pandemic is taking on seafarers. For every individual

return home safely before the war began.

change beyond recognition. However, what has stayed consistent

stuck at sea, there are families, friends and whole communities

is the resilience, creative thinking and supportiveness that defines

desperate to be reunited with their loved ones.

businesses in this part of the country.
This year has brought even bigger challenges, and with them
the need to be innovative.
COVID-19 has rocked the world and of course the shipping

This summer we joined the International Maritime Organization

By 1945, North had paid out for 370 total losses. The UK had
lost more than 11 million tonnes of shipping during the war, 60
per cent of its pre-war total. However, with a loyal member base

in calling for governments worldwide to recognise seafarers as

and branches in Newcastle, London, Glasgow and Cardiff – and

key workers. The status would make it easier for crew changes,

representatives in all major overseas ports – North continued to

paving the way for mariners to be reunited with their families.

enable operators to trade with confidence.
That’s a mission that endures today. North has grown to

industry, which is responsible for the food imported and sold in

We can also work together with international governments and

our supermarkets, the clothes we buy on the high street, vital

industry bodies to ensure that we prevent restrictions being

become one of the largest protecting and indemnity associations.

medicines and many more essentials of everyday life.

re-imposed on sea crews in the event of a future pandemic or

In 160 years, we’ve evolved our products and services, opened

second wave.

offices around the world and adapted to all the challenges that

The virus has made the already complex job of coordinating
international shipping even more challenging, with operators and
crews having to adapt at short notice to evolving port restrictions.
Hardworking crews have endured longer periods stranded at

It’s important because shipping remains a vital part of the
North East’s identity.
Across the region it’s easy to bump into historical reference

have come our way.
Our roots are in Newcastle, with our headquarters remaining
proudly on the Quayside. With the recent addition of Sunderland

sea while restrictions prevent relief reaching them or allowing

points with ties to our company. Among North’s directors in the

Marine to our business, our links to the wider maritime industry

crews to come ashore.

early 1900s were shipping tycoons Sir Arthur Sutherland, who

of the North East have been strengthened further, helping us to

donated his Jesmond home as the Mansion House of the City

diversify and meet the needs of today’s maritime sector.

Many of the North team know first-hand what it’s like to be at

INFLUENCE: THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

The time has come to
reverse a decade of neglect
and transform adult
education
With the coronavirus pandemic having dramatically distorted the working world, leaving many unemployed
and many more facing potential redundancy, Niamh Corcoran, policy adviser at the North East England
Chamber of Commerce, says the time has come for the Government to truly transform the adult education
system and help people re-train for new roles in a post-COVID-19 world

Niamh Corcoran
niamh.corcoran@neechamber.co.uk
@NEEChamberNiamh
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n six short months, COVID-19 has fundamentally changed
the way we work.
While some have simply ditched the daily commute and
embraced technologies we had not heard of before March,
others have spent months in furlough-limbo, uncertain if they
have a job or even an industry to return to.
Unlike other economic crises, the fallout from the pandemic has
hit certain sectors, like hospitality and retail, harder than others.
Despite a brief reprieve over summer, when we enjoyed loosened
restrictions and half-price meals, the second wave of the pandemic
has halted any sort of sectoral recovery.
Employees in these sectors are, yet again, more likely to have lost
hours or pay, to have been furloughed or be in a position where they
may face losing their jobs in the coming months.
The fear of unemployment in these sectors, as well as for younger,
lower paid and insecure workers, is well-founded.
The Office for Budget Responsibility predicts that in the worst-case
scenario, the national unemployment rate could peak at 13.2 per cent
in 2021.
The North East entered this crisis with an already high
unemployment rate, leaving the region particularly vulnerable.
Worryingly, unemployment already appears to be rearing its
head, with the North East recently seeing the most significant rise in
joblessness in the UK.

The question now is, how do we navigate out of an unemployment
crisis unseen for generations?
Ultimately, developing a COVID-19 vaccine as quickly as possible
is the golden ticket.
However, even if Government achieves this soon, the virus is likely
to leave permanent scars on the hardest-hit industries, fundamentally
altering the economy.
Even before the pandemic, the world of work was set to look very
different in 2030.
Automation and evolving technologies are predicted to change the
types of skills in demand and render some job roles obsolete.
The pandemic is accelerating this speed of technological
adaptation.
The CBI estimates that consumers and businesses have leapt five
years ahead in digitisation over the course of eight weeks.
As a result, it is estimated one million people are in jobs that will
not return after the pandemic.
Policymakers must be prepared to adapt to the structural
economic changes we face and outline a plan that offers workers the
opportunity to gain new skills and move into growing sectors.
The onus will be on the skills system to support people in this
transition.
However, the neglected state of the system should be cause for
concern.

INFLUENCE: THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

Since 2010, funding into adult education has fallen by 47 per cent
and, consequently, participation rates have plummeted to all-time
lows.
Government focus since March has rightly been on short-term
survival. However, the need for a fundamental transformation of the
adult education system has never been more apparent.
Although the announcement of the Lifetime Skills Guarantee is a
step in the right direction, it will not be enough to turn the tide of a
decade of neglect.
Research has indicated that even with the most recent skills
pledges considered, the adult education system needs £1.5 billion
more to compensate for ten years of disinvestment.
Before the last election, the Conservative manifesto committed to
re-prioritising the further education system.
The North East has one of the lowest skills bases in the UK, with
workers often locked into low-paid jobs, contributing to low regional
productivity. Ensuring that the workforce has the skills needed in the
North East’s economy is crucial to the levelling up agenda.
With the FE White Paper imminent, the Government should
grasp the opportunity to truly transform the adult education system.

Firstly, policymakers should outline a comprehensive plan
for upskilling and retraining those in low-paid and low-skilled
employment, on furlough or facing redundancy.
This plan should include significantly increased funding for the
adult education system, as well as for colleges, who will be on the
front-line of delivering upskilling and retraining schemes.
The Government should also break down barriers to participation
in adult education by offering learners maintenance loans equivalent
to the loans offered to higher education students.
Finally, with money trapped in the apprenticeship levy,
Government should instil flexibility in how this money can be spent
and allow businesses to use it towards training for the lowest skilled
employees.
The pandemic has caused an unrivalled shock to the economy and
accelerated long-term economic changes which, without action, will
cause structural unemployment.
The only way that we can navigate out of this crisis and truly
‘build back better’ is by ensuring the Government overturns a decade
of neglect in the adult education system and establishes a true
commitment to lifelong learning.
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Creating a new
platform for
equality

skills, rather than the colour of their skin,
their gender, age or disability.”
For Aneela, who describes herself as

instilled during childhood, Aneela vividly
recalls the moment she kickstarted her

the Fenham area of Newcastle, the aims

career.

way back to the days of her father’s
early guidance.
“Growing up, I was very fortunate in
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However, spurred by the motivation

a “full-on Geordie” having grown up in
of the commission can be traced all the

Based on the virtues of honesty, hard work and
determination, Aneela Ali’s childhood was one that
also recognised the importance of equality. Now,
as a member of the North East England Chamber
of Commerce’s Race, Ethnicity and Discrimination
Commission, she is using the lessons gained from
her formative years to drive positive change across
the region’s business community. Here, Aneela, who
shares her commission role with work at London
North Eastern Railway, tells Steven Hugill of her
aspirations for a commercial sector with greater
diversity and inclusivity at its heart

Shields primary care trusts.

“I’ve always got on with my dreams
and gone for it,” she says.
“I remember sitting across the room
in one of my first jobs from someone

and succeeded in what I’ve done, which
I think comes from my positive approach
and belief that I can achieve anything.”
After leaving GE Oil and Gas for
a role with power sector operator
ContourGlobal, Aneela then joined
Cramlington-based label and packaging
maker Avery Dennison before switching
to Sage.
However, after three-and-a-half years

that I was never made to feel like I was

who had been there for years, and I just

different to anyone else, and my father

thought to myself, ‘I can’t be like that’

with the Newcastle-based software

was a huge inspiration,” says Aneela.

– I’ve always been too ambitious to be

operator, Aneela left in 2016, in a move

that way.

that marked a new route on her career

“He had many jobs, which included
working in a bread factory, that

“After those initial posts, I got an

eventually allowed him to buy and run a

accountancy job at Alstom Power and

local convenience store.

then moved to GE Oil and Gas as a

map.
Joining LNER in a commercial
capacity, Aneela – who works out

“He served the community for many
decades and his endless hard work
funded my education at La Sagesse
School, in Jesmond, and for my three
brothers to get a good education at
Durham School too.
“He couldn’t read or write English, but

LNER
www.lner.co.uk
@LNER
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he was very determined to succeed,”
continues Aneela of her father, who also
managed a successful property portfolio.
“He taught me hard work and
determination are the key recipes for

Our lives are shaped by many things.
From the environments in which we live, to the people

Furthermore, the commission – which is chaired by Nagma

success, and that if I wanted anything

we know and meet, and our exposure to national and global

Ebanks-Beni, commercial director at Seaham-based Prima

in life, I just needed to believe in it to

incidents and events, we exist in an almost flux-like capacity,

Cheese – aims to eliminate discrimination around gender,

achieve it.

constantly learning and re-evaluating both ourselves and the

age and disability, by compelling businesses to become more

wider world.

egalitarian across pay and recruitment.

Our formative education plays a crucial role too.
Acting as a gateway to social and cultural understanding, it

“Change is only going to come if we adapt and do something
ourselves, which is why we have formed the commission,” says

shapes our morality and instils in our psyche significant virtues

Aneela, who works as a regional commercial strategy manager

and philosophies.

for London North Eastern Railway (LNER).

Aneela Ali knows all about the importance of such a strong
grounding in life.
From a very young age, she absorbed through her father the
values of honesty, hard work and determination.

“We have some really great people on the commission;

“One of the biggest things I learned
from him was to always have a positive
mindset and that the worst that anyone
could say to me was ‘no’.”
As if to prove the value of her
father’s advice, Aneela, who studied
accountancy at Northumbria University,

Nagma is a fantastic chair and we also have St Oswalds Hospice

has built a strong career, despite the

chief executive Steph Edusei and Northumbrian Water’s Alix

challenges of dyslexia.

Bolton, who additionally chairs the North East England Chamber

Now helping propel positive
commercial change at London-to-

financial analyst,” continues Aneela,

of the operator’s Newcastle Central

Edinburgh train operator LNER, her

who is also a member of the North

Station offices when in the region – was

and change behaviour, to create safer and more accepting

employment journey reflects the positive

East England Chamber of Commerce’s

challenged to think differently and more

Commerce’s Race, Ethnicity and Discrimination Commission,

environments where people can come through and be successful

attitude imparted by her father.

Women’s Leadership Forum.

creatively to strengthen the rail firm’s

Aneela is channelling those principles to shape pivotal change

by truly being themselves.

She was also introduced to equality and the right of everyone
to be treated fairly and have the opportunity to succeed.
Today, as a member of the North East England Chamber of

across the region’s business environment.
At the crux of the commission is a drive to tackle racial and
ethnic inequality in the workplace, by removing racism and
unconscious bias to increase diversity and inclusivity across
offices and factory floors.

of Commerce’s Women’s Leadership Forum.
“The ultimate goal of our work is to raise awareness

Aneela continues: “The more cross cultural and diverse we are,
the more successful we will become as a business community.
“We need to look at race, ethnicity, discrimination, inclusivity
and diversity as a whole collective area.
“Everybody should be judged for a job on the basis of their

After graduating, Aneela, who says

“I stayed there three years and while

she discovered a passion for business

I was there, I finished my accounting

and entrepreneurship from a young

exams and got my Association of

age, worked in the public sector at

Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA)

organisations including Newcastle City

qualification.

Council and the Gateshead and South

“I’ve always got the job I’ve wanted

offer.
Once again, she benefited from the
lessons learned during her younger days.
“I remember my interview and being
given a rail pass and being asked to
come back in a week with a 90-day plan

I N F L U E N C E : F E AT U R E

on areas to improve LNER’s service, so I jumped on trains, went
off on lots of journeys, worked hard and put my ideas together.
“When I returned, they loved what I had to say and told me I
had the right positive attitude.
“Some of the things I put forward, such as free wifi, were
already in situ or coming into service, but I also spoke about
LNER being a local business.
“When I started, working closely with local businesses and
passengers to ensure that we had the right strategy in place was
a big part of my role, and that remains the case today.
“One of the highlights of my career at LNER is that I got the
chance to build a business case for a fixed-price ticket project,
which was about getting families out of their cars and on to
trains, and I’m now responsible for a lot more, including how we

perfectly placed to support the future policies of the North

can bring our customers back to rail safely in the post-COVID-19

East England Chamber of Commerce’s Race, Ethnicity and

world.”

Discrimination Commission.

Another element within Aneela’s role at LNER is her support
for the business’ ongoing campaign to deepen its talent pool
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through a number of initiatives, which aim to create a more
diverse, inclusive, equal and gender-balanced workforce.
These programmes include a target to raise the number
of women in the company to at least 43 per cent of its total
headcount by 2022.

“We can do a lot more as a region around diversity and be
positive about it,” says Aneela.
“There are so many people who come from different
backgrounds and offer so much, but who are not often given the
opportunity.
“As a commission, we want to encourage children from a
young age to think big and aspire to be good leaders.
“We also want to give people from the black, Asian and

“We can do a lot more as a region
around diversity and be positive
about it. There are so many
people who come from different
backgrounds and offer so much,
but who are not often given the
opportunity”

minority ethnic (BAME) community – who often come from
deprived backgrounds and don’t have the opportunities to
explore their talents – the chance to succeed.
“Additionally, we are looking to mentor the youth to ensure
they can fulfil their potential too.
Aneela continues: “The high-profile events over in America,
and the resulting campaign that captured the world’s attention
earlier this year, have given us all time to pause and think about
what we are doing and what we want to be known as, and I am
so excited for what we can achieve with the commission.
“Inclusion is about everyone, and through the commission we
need to create an environment where we make all opportunities
available to everyone, so they can learn, grow and become the

Furthermore, LNER works with external partners to promote
career opportunities directly to diverse groups, ensures its
adverts are gender neutral and uses blind screening to remove
bias from the application stage.
It also partners with schools to nurture the next generation
of talent, offering T Level work experience placements and an
apprenticeship programme.
For Aneela, working for LNER and being part of the operator’s
ongoing commitment to diversity and equality means she is

best versions of themselves.
“We’ve already had lots of people reaching out to us to say
they want to help deliver change through the commission.
“We have great diversity in this region, but to ensure talent
comes to the surface we need to nurture it and to do that, we
need to hear different views.
“Our blend of cultures here in the North East is fantastic, and
I want the commission to be a driving force in celebrating that
while championing real change.”
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A new dawn
for Siemens
Energy in the
North East

the imminent closure of the remaining
few coal-fired power stations in the UK,
the focus of the business will very much
be about replacing those fossil fuels with
greener and more efficient solutions.
To achieve this, however, involves a
fine balancing act between ensuring
the demand for electricity is met whilst

There’s a new flag flying over the C.A. Parsons
Works site in Newcastle, as the energy business
transitions to become Siemens Energy

protecting the climate at the same
time. An area that Siemens Energy is
committed to providing the answers
to, this has involved building new

Siemens Energy
www.siemens-energy.co.uk
@siemens_energy

energy systems and being committed
to fighting climate change by making
sustainable, reliable and affordable
energy possible. In the North East,
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Earlier this year, over 100 transmission solutions colleagues

the team is leading the way in turning

moved from the business’s sites at Hebburn and Monkton to

this ambitious goal into a reality by

join their power generation colleagues in Newcastle upon Tyne

enabling customers to meet their goals

to create what is now a 500-strong team on the site at Heaton.

and assisting them towards a more

This union is one that positions Siemens Energy as a true power

sustainable future.

player in the energy market, demonstrating customer service

Internally for Siemens Energy,

excellence that is able to deliver power solutions, systems,

alongside the green agenda, the

products, and service. And this move will result in greater co-

bring a cohesive approach to project support, showing Siemens

business is also looking at the skills

operation between the two business units, improving customer

Energy as it is: a true power player in the energy market.

diversification that new technologies and

interaction and creating a real centre of competence in the

Ultimately, the key objective in investing in the co-location of

policies bring. Because a renaissance in

North East.

power generation and transmission is to create a simplified

energy brings with it not only many new

experience for customers and provide a one-stop shop for end-

and exciting opportunities but ultimately

to-end solutions.

a brighter future for all.

Combining heritage with innovation and collaboration
Both teams have historic links to the North East too. Once

Mark Tiernan, Head of Business – Substations and Flexible AC

known as C.A. Parsons and Company and Reyrolle, the

Transmission Systems, at Siemens Energy, one of the businesses

Creating a great place to work

companies were recognised as engineering powerhouses in

making the move to Newcastle, explains: “This is a move that

Making tomorrow different today is

the area. Parsons was founded in Newcastle in 1889 by Charles

will benefit our business, our people and, most importantly, our

a key priority of the energised and

Algernon Parsons to manufacture his own invention – the steam

customers. Being under one roof means we will be a ‘one-stop

optimistic team at Siemens Energy. In

turbine – and, at the peak of its success in the 1960s, employed

shop’ for all their power solution, transmission and service

order to reach those goals, however,

more than 7000 people. Similarly, Alphonse Constant Reyrolle

needs. Importantly, this provides the flexibility and skills to

investing time in creating a great place

set up his business – Reyrolle - in Hebburn, manufacturing

deliver optimum value.

to work, where ambitions are fulfilled

switchgear for power stations and substations around the world.

“From a personal perspective, having started my career as an

and true potential reached, remains

Also a major employer, the company had around 12,000 people

apprentice at a time when the companies were previously under

paramount. Globally, this includes

in its heyday.

one roof, it is a real honour to be part of bringing these great

amongst other things ensuring 25 per

Forward-thinking pioneers even back then, both businesses

organisations together again. I’m very proud to work with such a

cent of upper management positions

recognised the opportunity for collaboration and expansion,

talented team with a strong sense of drive and purpose, focused

are filled by females by 2025. Family-

and they merged in 1967 before being acquired by Rolls-Royce

on energising society.”

friendly flexibility and championing

in 1989 and then Siemens in 1998. And this year, after over two

the next generation of engineers by

decades apart, the two businesses will be back under one roof

Making changes for a better tomorrow

providing training to develop skills for

to deliver service excellence, unparalleled by any other original

As the new brand name suggests, Siemens Energy represents

the wide variety of roles on offer, is also

equipment manufacturer.

more than simply keeping the lights on, but energising society

a key focus.

This will bring significant gains for employees with one site
creating a unified big Siemens Energy team. The change will also

“From a personal perspective, having started
my career as an apprentice at a time when the
companies were previously under one roof, it
is a real honour to be part of bringing these
great organisations together again. I’m very
proud to work with such a talented team with a
strong sense of drive and purpose, focused on
energising society”

and customers too, transitioning them to a more sustainable
future. And with the UK looking to achieve net zero by 2050 and

Working at Siemens Energy means
being part of an open, inclusive and

diverse culture centred on strong

many things remain the same, with the

partnerships. The team live by their

principles, ingenuity and drive to deliver

brand values with collaboration, respect,

meaningful change for communities

agility and a relentless focus on the

as strong as they ever where before.

customer, being at the heart of all they

Being part of the team at Siemens

do. This has been particularly evident

Energy provides an opportunity to make

during COVID-19 where lockdown has

an impact, develop solutions and put

further enhanced collaboration and

them into the world, knowing they’ll

really brought to the fore the strong

make a difference. And it’s having the

sense of family culture.

opportunity to be the change you want

However, as a new dawn arises on
the business, despite evolving horizons,

to see in the world that’s certainly a
dawn worth waking up to.
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A bustling business community
The North East Business and Innovation Centre (BIC) provides office space and tailored business support at
its three sites – North East BIC Sunderland, Business Central Darlington and The Hub Washington. Like all
businesses, the North East Business and Innovation Centre (BIC) faced unprecedented challenges when the
UK went into full lockdown on March 23. But the team across the organisation’s three sites adapted quickly
and continued to provide much needed guidance and support to its tenants. Here, four North East Business
and Innovation Centre tenants share their experience of the support and guidance the organisation offers
North East BIC
@northeastbic
www.ne-bic.co.uk

Sam Piplica,
Sam Piplica Surveying
Tell us a little about your business?
Sam Piplica Surveying Limited helps people look after and
maintain buildings, by solving property problems.
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Beverley Ashton,
River View Clinic

What is the most rewarding aspect of running an independent

Tell us a little about your business?

else, means I can give my customers the quality services I think

I aim to provide dynamic information regarding the ageing

they deserve. There’s nothing better than knowing you’ve given

process. It could be as simple as ensuring patients have

your client a high standard of personal advice, based on local

adequate sun protection to aesthetic interventions, cosmetic

knowledge.

business in the region?
Running my own business, rather than working for someone

surgery, and most recently hormonal support.
And the challenges?
What is the most rewarding aspect of running an independent

Right now, as I’m at the start of my business journey, changing

business?

my mindset from employee to business owner is the hardest

The benefit is the wonderful ability to make your own decisions,

thing. I’ve spent years becoming a building expert to be a

very quickly. You could go for a walk and realise that the

valuable employee. It’s a big mental shift to business owner.

direction of your business needs to change, or reconsider its
focus, and you can do that without having to ask for anyone’s
permission.

Patrick Masheder,
Corporate Personal Fitness Limited

In a post-COVID-19 world, how have you adapted your working
practices?
East are innovation-led and their senior management teams are

I’ve put in place extra safety measures when visiting properties

open-minded.

and meeting with clients to keep all parties safe. Thankfully the

And what are the key challenges?

Tell us a little about your business?

As a business owner you will always, at some stage, ‘hit the wall’.

Corporate Personal Fitness is one of the UK’s leading workplace

It is vital to remember that this is when the true creative process

wellbeing organisations. We improve our clients’ business

And what are the key challenges?

from my usual co-working office space without any disruption to

occurs, as it is at this stage that a change is inevitable. I have 100

performance by developing and delivering bespoke strategic

For us, the key challenge is communication, whether that is

my desk-based work.

per cent respect for anyone who is self-employed. It has been

and tactical workplace wellbeing programmes. These have a

internally, externally, to clients or learners. The usual channels

one of the biggest challenges of my life but I believe it is worth

direct result on the physical and mental health, wellbeing and

of communication closed during the crisis. We have always

How does the North East BIC support your business plans?

the investment.

fitness of our clients’ primary resource – their workforce.

embraced technology, so it was a relatively simple process to

Working at a business hub where there is a professional business

change the emphasis of our channels.

support team on hand to help is really reassuring. There’s also

measures put in place by the BIC mean I can continue to work

a ready-made community of businesses that can support each

How does the North East BIC support your business plans?

What is the most rewarding aspect of running an independent

I signed my lease on March 19, 2020 - only four days before

business in the region?

How does the Business Central Darlington support your

other. The flexible terms regarding office space mean I’ll be able

lockdown. The team have been amazing, I have felt 100 per cent

It’s being able to help people. Our personal trainers, therapists

business plans?

to expand, without the hassle of changing address.

supported by everyone from the beginning, and I believe it was

and mental health specialists can transform people’s lives. It’s

Business Central is all about community. Many of the tenants

the best business decision I’ve ever made. In my short time here,

fantastic to get feedback from our client companies about

here keep fit in our personal training studio or enjoy treatments

What are your reasons for working in Open Space?

I have experienced support with printing, business advice, but

increasing productivity but when we get a call from one of our

in Micro-Spa. They have become our friends and partners.

There’s a really friendly atmosphere here and you get the

also regarding local grants available to support businesses due

client’s employees saying we helped them get through a crisis

Our accountant is based here as is our marketing agency. Our

company of others but also the space to concentrate. I find it’s

to COVID-19. And in the future, I’m hoping to be an integral part

or we have eased a chronic condition – well, that feeling can’t be

network has grown, and with office locations Business Central

easier to achieve that cut off between work and home too if I’m

of the business networks created at the North East BIC.

beaten. We have found that businesses across the North

has set the benchmark.

physically moving between the two.
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A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : D E PA R T M E N T F O R I N T E R N AT I O N A L T R A D E N O R T H E A S T

Tapping into
Taiwan’s
offshore wind
market...
without leaving
Teesside

confirm the sales potential in the Asia-Pacific and South East
Asian markets and it was invaluable in order to assess our
chances to succeed.
“Through this initiative we will be launching our products
and services in Taiwan first and from there developing business
further afield in Japan, Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia and
Vietnam.”
In the first part of the virtual trade mission, delegates
attended a market briefing on business culture and received
insight into the Taiwanese renewable energy industry and its
potential opportunities. This was followed by professional
training and advice on pitching online in order to prepare for

With the support of the Department for
International Trade, a lean green group of Tees
Valley firms have opened a gateway into lucrative
Asia-Pacific markets, without leaving Teesside

virtual meetings with buyers and potential partners.

The Department for International Trade (DIT) overcame
global flight and country entry restrictions due to the ongoing
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COVID-19 pandemic to organise its first-ever virtual trade
mission, ‘From Teesside to Taiwan’.
The Teesside-based renewable energy companies used the
virtual doorway to Taipei, to make contacts within the region’s
burgeoning environmental sector, establishing beneficial trade
links.
The mission provided a full programme of events as part
of the ERDF-funded ‘expanding Tees Valley presence in
international markets’ project.
The Teesside to Taipei mission ‘led’ by international trade
adviser Maria Dotsch included presentations, research and

Part two of the mission will be a two-month programme

introductions from the head of environment and infrastructure

of one-to-one pre-arranged virtual meetings with buyers and

from the DIT British Office Taipei, the British Chamber of

potential partners, each tailored to individual delegate needs

Commerce’s Taipei – Renewables Committee and advice

and specific interests. As a follow up, DIT and the companies

on business regulations and protocols from a well-known

are planning a visit to the country and a meeting with the

commercial law practice.

buyers face-to-face as soon as travel restrictions have been

Julie Underwood, North East England Chamber of
Commerce executive director of international trade, said: “In

lifted.
Julie added: “Nothing will ever replace a face-to-face

an ideal world, we would have enjoyed taking these businesses

meeting, but having successfully delivered our first virtual trade

to Taiwan and meeting the people who would provide their

mission, we will be looking to deliver more, while COVID-19

companies with soft landings in the Far East. However, we,

continues to impact on the potential for overseas travel.”

like every other business and organisation, must adapt to life

The Department for International Trade North East continues

during the pandemic and I am delighted our first virtual mission

to provide hands-on support to help businesses trade overseas

was such a success.”

successfully. To find out how we can help your business, get in

Danny McGlade, an energy project expert and director of
Plenary Project Solutions and FNVI, said: “We are delighted
to be part of the Teesside to Taiwan Trade Mission. The
knowledge, insights and contacts provided helped us to

touch.
Department for International Trade North East
northeast@mobile.trade.gov.uk
0345 136 0169

A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : M E T N O R G R O U P

A collaborative approach
to success
As Metnor Group continues on its growth trajectory, Steven Hugill speaks to chief executive Chris Cant about
the business’ successes and finds out how a strong ethos of collaboration and continuous improvement is
providing the Newcastle-headquartered operator with great momentum
Metnor Group
www.metnor.co.uk
@Metnor_

“Regardless of age and experience, if you are learning and
collaborating every day with those around you, you can bring
different skills to the table.
“Having this spirit extends to the market too – by working
closely with clients, we better understand their needs and
deliver increased value.”
Such traits, says Chris, will be integral to Metnor Group’s

announced, which was absolutely the correct thing to do for
staff and clients.
Chris continues: “Similarly, when the first lockdown ended, we
moved quickly to ensure correct signage was in place on sites,
so staff and the general public were kept safe and fully informed.
“We continue to follow Government guidelines on social
distancing on sites and in our offices, and the monitoring of

future progress in a marketplace that remains ripe with

employees’ temperatures across all operations is part of our

opportunity, despite the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.

daily routine now.

Previous projects across its construction and mechanical and
electrical engineering divisions include support for the creation

If fresh challenge feeds the mind, then Chris Cant’s appetite for
new thinking is insatiable.
Be it an office meeting, a conference call or a chat over a cup
of tea, his taste for collaborative and innovative change, capable
of driving continuous improvement, is unquenchable.
It defines Metnor Group and weaves like a golden thread
through its very fabric.
Founded in the 1960s as a supplier of corrosion protection
to the North East’s docks and shipyards, the Killingworthheadquartered business is today recognised nationally.
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With its Metnor Construction and Norstead Mechanical and

international offshore energy clients.
At the heart of its success is constant self-assessment,
which is fuelled by chief executive Chris’ unrelenting desire for
collaboration and novel thought.

respectively.
Closer to home, Metnor Construction built a meet-andgreet car parking hub at Newcastle International Airport and

and experience, this spirit spurs fresh agile thinking that, in turn,

was responsible for a new walled garden visitor attraction at

results in operational pliability so crucial to market growth.

Kirkleatham, near Redcar.

It is, says Chris, all about nurturing a culture of ambition.
“We aren’t scared of change here because you cannot grow
by standing still,” he says.
“I want people to present me with curve-balls that make both
the company and I think about new processes and ways in which

as leisure, commercial, retail, healthcare and education, its

we can further succeed.

which provides pressure testing equipment and services to

Westminster Hospital’s adult and neonatal intensive care facility,

Set alongside its traditional cornerstones of trust, value, skill

Electrical Engineering divisions working across sectors such
presence is further strengthened by Metnor Great Yarmouth,

of a Hampshire sports centre and the renovation of Chelsea and

“Our strapline is excellence through collaboration, and our

Presently, it is principal contractor on a project to build the
40-bedroom Seaburn Inn, a crucial component in Sunderland
City Council’s vision to inject fresh economic impetus to the
area.
“It speaks volumes for our progress when we are now talking
about our average contracts being worth between £20 million

staff are crucial to that – they are very quick to adapt and work

and £50 million when, not too long ago, they were between

together to deliver positive outcomes.”

£5 million and £10 million.

Integral to such endeavours are four core values that seek to
catalyse new ways of working.
Urging staff to challenge themselves by stepping outside their
respective comfort zones to deliver better outcomes for clients,

“We are proud to come from the North East and honoured to
support the region’s supply chain and export the area’s creative
and trusted spirit across the country.
“But we are equally delighted to deliver projects in the place

the tenets also focus on building stronger relationships – both

we call home,” continues Chris, who, in another nod to his

internally and externally – embracing change to deliver fresh

collaborative philosophy, oversees both Metnor Construction

thinking and taking greater ownership of projects.

and Norstead in his chief executive role – the firms were

Using an example where its Metnor Construction business –
of which Chris was previously managing director – and Balliol
Business Park-based sister operator Norstead work together, he
says success is achieved through a fluid structure that connects
innovation with talent and experience.
“It’s all about sharing ideas and input,” he says.
“A great example is our pre-construction departments in

previously run by respective managing directors.
“There is a lot of work in the North East and to be supporting
something like the Seaburn Inn is great.
“That is a beautiful site and it is fantastic for us to be part of a
wider development plan that is regenerating Sunderland.”
While being a landmark chapter in Metnor Construction’s
order book, it is also, says Chris, a symbol of the wider business’

Metnor Construction and Norstead – the conversations between

durability in the face of COVID-19, as is work that began in the

those two are brilliant.

summer to deliver a new Leicestershire-based leisure centre.

“We have people in both businesses who are able to pass on
their knowledge and experiences of previous projects to benefit
the other.
“Having such a co-operative ethos is a real point of difference
for us,” continues Chris, who joined Metnor Construction in 2004
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“We are on an upward trajectory,” says Chris.

“For us, it is very much business as usual,” he says.
“I’m proud of the way we responded to COVID-19 and how

“It all comes back to our flexibility and adaptability, and our

we restarted operations following the ending of the national

capacity to collaborate between our different divisions, which

lockdown.

means we can constantly ensure they are developing.

“Since our agile business model means we can flag and act

as a commercial manager, before later taking on the role of

upon issues immediately, we were able to take the decision

commercial director.

to close our sites before official COVID-19 guidance was

“No two days are the same here because we are in such a
perpetual state of review,” he adds.
“It is what sets us apart.”

MEET THE TEAM: ERIN KNIGHT

The power of working together
As North East England Chamber of Commerce’s partner engagement & sponsorship manager, Erin Knight
works closely with a smaller group of some of the region’s largest and most influential businesses through
the Chamber’s Partner Programme, and engages members looking to further raise their profile within the
business community. Here, she tells Steven Hugill more about her role and the satisfaction she gains from
identifying shared objectives and building relationships
Erin Knight
Partner engagement & sponsorship manager
erin.knight@neechamber.co.uk

You are the partner engagement & sponsorship manager at the

University, I interned at the Norwegian-British Chamber of

role entail?

Commerce, in London, for a couple of days a week. I thoroughly

I recently moved into this role, having previously worked with

enjoyed my time there and saw how it created a great support

our small business members.

network for Norwegians working in the ‘Big Smoke’.

I’m now working closely with our Partners, finding ways
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While studying International Relations and Media at Kingston

North East England Chamber of Commerce. What does your

Fast forward to 2017, and a new life in the North East, and I

in which we can drive the Chamber’s Stronger North East

was delighted to see there was a Chamber of Commerce here

campaign and together develop a range of activities where our

too. I had a feeling it was where I should be working, and I’ve not

Partners can share their wealth of knowledge and experience

been wrong.

with the wider business community.
I also handle our sponsorship proposition, which provides

How important a role do you think the North East England

our members with opportunities to further associate with the

Chamber of Commerce plays in supporting the growth of the

Chamber and reach specific audiences.

region’s business community?

The role is very much about getting involved. It’s my job to be
curious, get stuck in and make sure we deliver what we set out
to do with our Partners and Sponsors.

I think the Chamber is pivotal to the growth of the region’s
business sector.
There is strength in numbers and even more so when its
channelled through an organisation such as the Chamber. It not

What do you enjoy about your position?

only provides a voice for the North East, but is a place where

I am excited to work with our Partners and Sponsors as I love

ideas are developed, collaboration is encouraged, and action is

meeting new people, learning new things and am keen to

expected. We want to be accountable to all our members and,

champion the North East. Our members are from such a diverse

equally, promote businesses to be accountable too.

range of sectors that no two days are the same.
Knowing that you are collaborating with people who want to

If we all commit to this, the North East business community
will be a force to be reckoned with.

be a positive force for change is also very rewarding.
How has the unprecedented situation with the COVID-19
What made you choose this area of expertise?

pandemic and the ongoing uncertainty around Brexit affected

My role is all about building relationships and wanting to work

your role? Have you had to adapt to meet businesses’ changing

towards shared goals.

needs?

I think I’m a pretty easy-going and hardworking individual,

The pandemic has highlighted the importance of working

and I’m eager to contribute too. I believe this is a good starting

collaboratively and flexibly, and certainly thrown many of us into

point for anyone who works in business engagement and

a life lived virtually.

support.

In some ways, this has allowed me to meet members more
easily, but the reality is that ‘offline’ there are big issues and

Tell me a little about your career path. Did you always aspire to
work in business engagement and support?

concerns that businesses are having to manage.
With Brexit imminent and the pandemic still gripping

I think I’ve always been interested in people, their ideas and

the region, it’s imperative that in my role I continue to keep

stories, and am grateful to have found a role where I can engage

channels of communication open and ensure we are responding

with a variety of individuals.

effectively and efficiently to businesses’ needs.
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A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : G I V E TO L O C A L

The power of sport
inspires positive change
In 12 months GiveToLocal has created jobs, supported communities and cultivated a growing business
network in the face of the coronavirus crisis
GiveToLocal
www.givetolocal.com/corporates
@GiveToLocalUK

Twelve months ago, Newcastle United defender Paul Dummett
faced the media to explain why community sport matters so
much to so many.
The Wales international braved a chilly Tuesday afternoon
at Newcastle East End FC to talk to BBC Look North, The Sun,
The Athletic and more about the enduring value of grassroots
football to people of all ages and abilities.

“When I look back to that afternoon at Newcastle East End

between partners.
“We’re happy to be measured on the

with Paul, Rob Elliot and Gateshead’s Mike Williamson and JJ

impact of our network and we’ve already

O’Donnell it seems like a lifetime ago,” admits Neil Gardiner,

been able to create a national footprint

Chief executive and co-founder of GiveToLocal.

within a tight timescale.”

“Nobody knew who we were, nobody knew what was on

David oversees a corporate relations

the horizon and nobody could have imagined how we would

team of four and has been tasked with

have to pivot in the face of a global pandemic in order to push

filling another seven roles before April

tireless volunteers and invaluable fundraisers before describing

forward with our plans to transform the fundraising landscape in

2021.

his own remarkable journey from starry-eyed kid to Premier

community sport.”

Paul highlighted the fantastic work of committed coaches,

League favourite.
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the most testing global crises in living memory.

The Magpies defender had agreed to share his thoughts on
a subject close to his heart on the day that community sport
organisation GiveToLocal pitched its regional launch.

Neil was always the man with the plan but back then a new

The appointments of Mel Bullock
as key account executive and James

organisation with grand ambitions was still laying its foundations

Rooney as corporate relations manager

and looking to the future.

reflect GiveToLocal’s ambition to

“Twelve months down the line I look at what we’ve achieved

support its core service and continue to

and I couldn’t be prouder,” adds Neil. “We’ve already created

invest in communities across the North

based service would follow up with a star-studded national

a further 20 jobs in the North East and nationally more than

East and beyond.

launch at the London headquarters of Google-backed recurring

55,000 teams across 15 sports are registered with GiveToLocal

payments provider GoCardless six weeks later.

and looking forward to a brighter financial future.

A new name on the region’s sporting scene, the Tyneside-

However, even the most optimistic of onlookers couldn’t have
predicted GiveToLocal’s extraordinary evolution during one of

“In addition, we’re building a corporate network that provides

“We’re working with more and more
clubs across the UK and our corporate

determined to repay that faith in our

relations team needs to grow in line with

service and its aims.”

businesses with a unique way of supporting their communities.

what we’re doing on the ground,” adds

We haven’t held back and we’re determined to make an even

David.

bigger impact in 2021.”
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GiveToLocal aims to feed an additional
£10 million a year into community sport

“It’s such a fantastic idea that I
couldn’t understand why someone
hadn’t thought of it before!
“The Rugby League World Cup is

“The fact that we’re able to create

by encouraging donors and sponsors

due to kick off in Newcastle next year

The June appointment of David Broom, as GiveToLocal’s

jobs in the region and help partners to

to embrace a user-friendly web-based

and there’s an opportunity for everyone

head of corporate relations, allowed the organisation to pick

source new business here is an added

application.

involved in the sport up here to grow the

up the pace as a key player in the North East’s robust business

bonus.”

community.
Unfazed by the challenges presented by COVID-19, the Scot

Donors can pledge as little as £3 per

game.

James Ramsbotham, chief executive

month and businesses can offer entry

“With the support of GiveToLocal, I

at the North East England Chamber of

level support from just £8 per month.

feel we can be in an even better position

set about laying his cards on the table and encouraging the

Commerce, has already talked of sharing

region’s corporate movers and shakers to become part of a

a common aim with GiveToLocal in

registered with GiveToLocal earlier this

growing movement for positive change.

terms of enabling the region to thrive

year and applied to take part in the

on being the North East’s leading

Gateshead Storm Rugby League

to do that.
“Gateshead Storm prides itself

“My focus is twofold,” explains David. “On the one hand, I’m

in the face of COVID-19. He admitted

October launch of the organisation’s

community rugby league club but we’re

building the GiveToLocal business network but at the same time,

that the service’s ethos and ambition

Focus Clubs initiative. Successful

always looking to evolve and improve.

I’m committed to returning value to that network.

resonates with the Chamber’s ongoing

applicants were given priority access

support of the business community and

to the latest version of the GiveToLocal

is an opportunity to do that. I’m so

campaigns allows our partners to demonstrate an even closer

Neil adds: “Knowing that we’re aligned

application and offered an enhanced

grateful for their support and genuinely

commitment to the communities they already support.

so closely to James and his team gives

support package to maximise their

believe their service can make a lasting

us the confidence to broaden our reach

fundraising potential.

difference to community sport.”

“Alignment to — and inclusion in — our regional and national

“If you’re part of the GiveToLocal network then you have
the chance to become part of local, regional and sport specific
campaigns. Then there are the B2B opportunities we can
offer: we’re already facilitating outcome-focused introductions

and strengthen our impact.
“The Chamber has been incredibly
supportive of our work so far and we’re

“From day one we saw the power of

“Working alongside GiveToLocal

To discuss partnerships, email head

the GiveToLocal model,” says Storm’s

of corporate relations David Broom at

treasurer Neil Emmerson.

david@givetolocal.com

A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : A D P

Building for the Future,
Designing for People
How do we understand what matters and what we’re leaving behind?
ADP
www.adp-architecture.com
@ADPArchitecture

In order to create a standardised approach, we pored over a

For instance, we recently revisited Braywick Court Primary

range of research – including case studies and industry insights

School, a new school that we designed on the outskirts of

showing up-to-date best practice. We also brought our own

Maidenhead. We made a point of speaking directly not only

research to the table, such as a recent study into wellbeing in

to staff but to pupils. How did they find the experience of

design. This attention to detail paid off, and the result is a toolkit

learning there? What was their experience of the space? (It’s

which is robust, realistic, and highly relevant. Named the SBE

worth remembering that children quite literally have a different

Toolkit (after those core principles of sustainability, belonging

perspective on architecture from adults – it’s usually from a lot

and engagement), it’s applicable to every sector we work in –

lower down!)

and we’ve already tried it out on a few projects.
“Our core values are captured within our SBE toolkit, putting
sustainability at the heart of everything we do while ensuring

Architects have a strange way of looking at the future. There

people and place are essential components to foster healthy,

aren’t many professions which literally design the world around

uplifting and enriching environments. We use the toolkit to help

us – let alone the world of 20, 50, or even 100 years from now.

set the brief, to measure and learn how our buildings impact on

But in designing buildings and skylines, cities and communities,

those that use them, understanding the personal relationship,

architects do just that. This means that our responsibility isn’t

the sense of belonging and the enhancement of the everyday,”

just to clients: it’s to the communities and individuals who will

comments Karen Turnbull, ADP’s sustainability lead.

use our projects, now and into the future.
This creates an unusual challenge for a practice like ADP.

A process of reflection

How can we ensure that we’re fulfilling that responsibility? How

For the tool to work, it needs to be used properly. For instance,

can we actually measure the impact that we’re having – from

it’s important that everyone agrees priority areas at the

sustainable design to that spark of joy a person feels when they

beginning of a project, so both client and architect know what

walk into a well-designed space? We’re not alone in facing that
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to focus on. It’s also essential to measure progress regularly, and

challenge: many businesses, architectural or otherwise, have

feasibility, planning, completion, and POE (post-occupancy

decided to develop our own way of doing this, we wanted to

evaluation).

come at it from a distinctly “ADP” angle.
The key, then, was getting a handle on what social value
actually means for us. Our experience suggested three core
benefits that a good architectural project should achieve:
sustainability, belonging and engagement. Done well, these
three principles form the building blocks of that elusive “spark
of joy”. We knew that if we could design to those principles,
we’d ensure that our buildings had a long-term benefit not only
financially, but for people and the environment – the so-called
“triple bottom line”.

SBE Toolkit Summary for Braywick Court Primary School

Pupils enjoying their outside space at Braywick Court Primary School

That last one is the most important. After all, it’s impossible
to be completely sure of how a building will impact people

“We have now “lived” in the building for nine months and

Measuring what matters

until you put those people into it. Unexpected interactions

there is not one single thing I would change about the design.

Once we were clear on what we wanted to measure, the next

between people and their environments is one of the great risks

The children and staff are so happy coming to school every day

step was to create a tangible way of doing that. We needed

of architecture – but much more than this, it’s one of the great

into such an impressive building, which is a pleasure to work

an easy-to-use tool: one that could apply to any project, from

rewards. Students, office workers, residents, doctors – all of

and learn in.” - Gemma Donnelly, headteacher of Braywick Court

laboratory fit-outs to large housing developments, and that

these can find exciting ways of getting the best possible use out

Primary School

could meaningfully compare these. We also needed to use the

of a space, ways which could never be readily apparent on the

tool throughout the course of a project, so that we could assess

drawing board. The overwhelming response to our restoration

our progress and react accordingly as the design developed.

of Spanish City in Whitley Bay is the perfect example of this:

that you can work on the balcony and be surrounded by nature

With this in mind, we broke down each core principle –

nothing in the architectural drawings could truly capture the

at the same time!” - A pupil at Braywick Court Primary School

“I love the view from my classroom, it is amazing and I love

sustainability, belonging and engagement – into a wide range

emotion locals felt for this building, which in many cases held a

of factors, each of which could be easily and meaningfully

special place in their childhoods. That emotion goes some way

measured. For instance:

to explaining the 16,000 visitors who queued for the opening in

positive, which more than anything is a sign of how keen most

July 2018, and the wealth of positive coverage the project has

clients are to engage with this sort of approach. That flies in the

had since then.

face of accepted wisdom: that many clients are concerned first

• Sustainability
Does the project’s energy use support a zero-carbon strategy?

The iconic Spanish City restored to its former glory
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we chose four key work stages where the tool is most relevant:

grappled with the idea of measuring social value. But when we

We’ve honed our approach to POEs over the past few years,

The feedback on the SBE Toolkit has been nothing but

and foremost with profits, budgets and cost savings. But one of

Does the project support local wildlife? Does it encourage

and the SBE Toolkit fits neatly into this shift in focus. It’s all

the intriguing things about working on construction projects is

sustainable travel?

about the questions you ask as an architect. What’s worked on

that – more often than not – the opposite turns out to be true.

• Belonging

a day-to-day basis? What hasn’t worked? What sort of activities

Almost everyone involved tends to see real social value as the

Does the project give opportunities for people to connect and

can people carry out here? What role does the landscape play?

goal, and finance as a means to achieving that. Add the fact

interact? Is it integrated with the local economy?

What could we have done differently? By shining a light on

that social value supports other aims – for instance, sustainable

• Engagement

the way the building is used – and being honest about how

buildings cost less to run, and happier workers tend to be more

Is this a safe environment? Does it foster people’s health – both

our design has shaped that – these questions allow us to learn

productive – and a practical, meaningful tool to measure social

physical and mental? How about their positive emotions?

valuable lessons that we can bring to bear on future projects.

value starts to look very important indeed.

A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : T E E S S I D E U N I V E R S I T Y

Building skills for
a brighter future
Teesside University has pivoted its offering to deliver accessible programmes,
aimed at developing skills for the future
Teesside University
www.tees.ac.uk
@TeessideUni

increase productivity and reduce costs.
Arguably this is going to be even
more important for business once the

As the region faces down coronavirus

Skills for Growth programme to make it

Delivered by the university’s School

and its economic challenges, workforce

a fully online experience.

of Computing, Engineering & Digital

For primary and secondary school

Technologies, the programme is part-

teachers – and non-teaching staff - in

public, private and voluntary sector

funded in Durham by the European

schools signing up to the Digital Skills

professionals in Tees Valley and

Social Fund, and in Tees Valley by the

for Growth programme, there is also

them stay resilient and competitive,

County Durham were still able to take

university. Tees Valley SMEs can also

a six-week lesson plan to take back to

and important for the people whose

advantage of free provision, from

benefit from mentoring provided by

school and deliver to pupils. “Whilst

working worlds have changed so

tasters to short accredited courses.

DigitalCity, to help their employees

again we understand that teachers

gain maximum benefit from their

are extremely focused at this time, the

participation.

bespoke training will help to address the

portfolio of degree apprenticeships, in

digital skills gaps and teacher training

subjects ranging from health to business

Enterprise at Teesside University, said,

skills were never more important than
now.
Important for businesses, to help

radically and who need to adapt to a
new future.
Teesside University has worked with
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coronavirus pandemic has passed.”

The quick thinking meant that

Eight courses, in combinations of
half-day and full-day sessions, are open
to professionals from any sector or size

“Given the unprecedented situation,

Teesside University offers a wide

and employer.
Laura Woods, director of Academic

partners to flex its offer in response to

of organisation, including furloughed

we adapted our project for the

needs in the region that were identified

leadership, allowing learners to study for

“Ensuring that apprenticeship delivery

the pandemic, and deliver accessible

workers. They cover art for games

immediate short-term and changed

by schools and we wanted to deliver

a degree while in full-time employment.

continued throughout lockdown was a

programmes aimed at providing the

and film, coding, data visualisation,

the way we delivered some of our

against our original promise to help

skills for future growth.

developing personalised business

accredited courses so that everything

them,” Siobhan said.

As the UK went into lockdown,
remote working or furloughing staff,

intelligence solutions with Microsoft

is online,” explained Siobhan Fenton,

Leading on digital skills

POWER BI, digital marketing, making

the Associate Dean (Enterprise and

added: “With our extensive network of

the university worked out ways to

As lockdown restrictions began to take

sense of digital business, and web

Business Engagement) in the School

digital expertise, DigitalCity is able to

support apprentices to continue their

hold earlier in the year, the university

production.

of Computing, Engineering & Digital

provide a mentoring service that will

off-the-job training, a critical part of all

Technologies.

help businesses come out of this crisis

apprenticeships.

rapidly re-structured its popular Digital

“Whilst we understand that minds are

DigitalCity director Lynsey Robinson

stronger than ever. We want to support

Apprentices faced challenges with

focused on the immediate challenges,

as many local businesses in the Tees

continuing their studies, including

given the positive feedback we had

Valley as we possibly can during these

concerns about managing workloads,

originally from organisations about our

challenging times.”

redeployment into frontline roles, or

training, we wanted to offer people

Anyone who completes the short

dealing with the impact of furlough or

the opportunity to continue to access

accredited courses will receive a

remote working. Initially, many thought

the courses in a safe environment. It

University Certificate in Professional

that learning could not continue in these

presented a fantastic opportunity for

Development in Digital Skills.

changed circumstances.

public, private and voluntary sector

For more information, please email

major priority for us.

with many employers switching to

However, with support from the

“The world in which
we work, live and play
is clearly changing
and we need to keep
up with technology
in all aspects of our
lives”
“We’re pleased that the measures we

employees to future-proof their digital

digitalskillsforgrowth@tees.ac.uk or call

university, those apprentices still

took to keep employers and apprentices

skills. Importantly there is no charge for

01642 738701/07917 473992.

actively working were able to take

fully engaged have helped to quell

the opportunity to learn new skills,

anxieties and maintain high levels of

Supporting apprentices through the

such as managing situations or teams

retention.

play is clearly changing and we need to

pandemic

in a different setting, as part of their

keep up with technology in all aspects of

Successful interventions from Teesside

apprenticeship. Furloughed apprentices

898 apprentices had to take a break in

our lives. Digital technology, particularly

University meant that over 96 per

were supported in their learning and

learning.

artificial intelligence and data analytics,

cent of students on higher or degree

portfolio preparation.

has introduced revolutionary changes

apprenticeships were able to continue

in every sector to enhance efficiency,

their studies throughout lockdown.

the courses.
“The world in which we work, live and

Progress reviews were increased in
frequency to support both apprentice

“As a result, only 32 of the university’s

“We’re looking forward to seeing them
all achieve their apprenticeships and
progress their careers.”
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A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : R A Z O R B L U E

Technophobe no more: Join the
high-tech bandwagon or be left
behind in the post-pandemic
workplace
Technophobe: a person who fears, dislikes, or avoids new technology
razorblue
www.razorblue.com
enquiries@razorblue.com

As with all change, reluctance to adopt new technologies often

cloud – removing physical ties to buildings and slow internet

stems from a lack of understanding and knowledge. However, in

connections. More than half of razorblue clients now have no

today’s climate, such fear is directly impacting business survival

servers on site at all.

rates.
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Another factor to consider is data protection and security.

Perhaps one of the most significant changes since the UK first

Cyber-attacks have become even more prevalent throughout

went into lockdown is the sudden shift in behaviour and attitude

the pandemic as businesses rapidly pivoted to enable remote

towards technology and its capabilities.

working, disabling defences without considering the security

If there is one positive to emerge amidst the devastation, it
is our new-found digital acceptance. Adapting to new ways of
working and connecting will continue far beyond this pandemic.
Without technology, the detrimental effects we are already

impacts.
39 per cent of decision-makers agree that the pandemic has
exposed huge gaps in their cybersecurity armour. Cyber-attacks
cost businesses not only their money, but customer trust and

seeing from the pandemic would have been even more

reputation – all of which takes years to build and just minutes to

devastating, not only on the economy but on people’s wellbeing

destroy.

too. No working from home, no video calling or messaging loved

While Zoom and Teams have been the saviours of the

ones, no Joe Wicks making the nation sweat. Technology has

pandemic, they have not plugged the gap created by the lonely

more than proved its potential in creating communities, aiding

phone handset that is gathering dust in the office.

communications, and enhancing relationships.
Research suggests that what was considered the future of
work, has now arrived.
In this new world, the need for remote working has become
integral to business survival and 71 per cent of employees

Every business needs to adopt a unified communications
solution. Diverting office landline calls to mobiles is not a
practical or sustainable solution.
The fact is nobody knows when “normal” will return.
Companies across every industry should now be rethinking

consider flexible working environments an important

how they function. Business leaders should be questioning how

measurement of job satisfaction.

sustainable, resilient and secure their current systems are.

Those who passed on the opportunity to adopt new
technologies to aid their business through this period will
struggle to bounce back. The latest lockdown announcement is
a stark reminder that the virus is here to stay.
It isn’t too late to address your digital deficits. So, what should
businesses do now to protect their future?
COVID-19 has been a powerful wake-up call to organisations

Previous nervousness around home-working models had to
change given the circumstances.
Tech allows businesses to gain efficiencies over their
competitors and grow their market share, which is going to
become ever more important in an economy that’s contracting,
rather than growing.
It is time to face the fear, stop avoiding technology and accept

everywhere of the importance of system resilience, agility, and

that without it, your business will not only suffer, but may not

adaptability.

survive.

Firstly, the traditional head office server room is dead –
replaced by the ever flexible, scalable, and highly available

At razorblue, we are here to take you on a digital
transformation journey.
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A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : L E A R N I N G C U R V E G R O U P

Reset, Reskill, Recover: Levelling
up your business’ skills through
COVID-19 and beyond
Coronavirus has had a devastating effect on many businesses across the region. The hospitality, travel and
leisure industries have been particularly hard hit, but every business regardless of size has felt the impact
Learning Curve Group
www.learningcurvegroup.co.uk
@_LearningCurve
As the furlough scheme has been extended and redundancies

compassionate; keeping people at the centre of your recovery

are on the increase this is leaving businesses trying to keep a float

strategy.

with fewer staff, and people looking for work in a crowded and
competitive jobs market.
The economy has taken the biggest hit on record, and
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When you’re faced with the tough decision as to which roles
are no longer needed or can be absorbed by other members in
the team, it can leave knowledge gaps. That need filling. Utilising

‘bouncing back’ certainly won’t be easy. Despite the Government

government funding can help narrow those gaps, with access

putting a number of schemes in place, they’ve made it clear

to over £20 million in government funding, Learning Curve

that they can’t save every job. For any employee, the prospect

Group are supporting organisations to develop skills quickly and

of redundancy can be devastating, not least when finding new

effectively with their range of Level 2 sector-based qualifications.

employment is likely to be more difficult than ever.

Working in partnership with Tees Valley Combined Authority and

Redundancies can be difficult decisions to make, but they
can often be the difference between a business surviving or not.

the North of Tyne Combined Authority, businesses right across
the North East can access free training for their workforce.

Offering any employees facing redundancy well-rounded support

Apprenticeship Levy-paying organisations can also use their

and guidance on their next steps is important, not only to support

contributions to upskill their workforce to help build existing staff
knowledge and skills. Any member of staff, regardless of their

“Offering any employees facing
redundancy well-rounded support
and guidance on their next steps is
important not only to support the
departing employees, but also their
colleagues who are left behind with
managing the process”

level, can enrol on to a relevant programme. If you don’t pay the
levy, the government will fund 95 per cent of the training costs,
and there’s some great incentives in place for hiring new staff too
- with grants up to £3000 if you hire an apprentice before the end
of January.
The Kickstart Scheme can also help add skills back into your
business, which aims to get young people on Universal Credit
into employment by paying their wages for six months. Whilst
businesses who can offer fewer than 30 placements can’t
submit their own application, Learning Curve Group is acting
as a gateway to support businesses with smaller requirements
to access the scheme and will take care of the administration,

the departing employees, but also their colleagues who are left

managing the recruitment with Job Centre Plus, arranging

behind with managing the process. Providing employees with CV

interviews with candidates, and providing the essential

writing tips and advice, supporting them with job applications,

employability training.

and referring them to any agencies or support organisations can
make a huge difference.
Learning Curve Group have recently launched a Redundancy
Support Package for organisations facing restructures, offering
colleagues a rounded back-to-work plan through the completion

Admittedly, the future is still unclear with restrictions changing
daily but it’s clear that people will be at the forefront of business
recovery so ensuring you have the right skills within your business
is a key ingredient for success.
For support on increasing skills and supporting your business

of a crucial Employability Skills programme followed by a Level 2

recovery, get in touch with Learning Curve Group via email

qualification within their chosen field. By supporting employees

quoting CONTACT in the subject at training@learningcurvegroup.

beyond the baseline, you’re showing that you’re caring and

co.uk or phone: 01388 777 129
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AREA FOCUS: SUNDERLAND

From Venice Beach
to Roker Beach
Natasha McDonough’s CV counts stints in iconic
locations such as Sydney and Los Angeles. It also
lists Sunderland. However, as owner of market
research and strategic marketing agency MMC,
which calls Sunderland home, and chair of the North
East England Chamber of Commerce’s Sunderland
committee, Natasha couldn’t be happier. Here, she
tells Deborah Johnson why the city is a great place
to do business and why the Chamber committee
is so important to Sunderland’s future commercial
success
MMC
www.mmc.agency
@MMC_Research
London. Sydney. Los Angeles. Sunderland.
“I’ve worked in some fantastic places, some really amazing
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cities,” admits Natasha McDonough.
And while perhaps few would rank Sunderland alongside the
other undeniably iconic destinations where she has lived and
worked, for Natasha, there’s no doubt which one is home.
“I absolutely love living in Sunderland,” she says.
“My husband is from here originally, and I met him when I
worked in LA and was visiting home in London.
“I love the quality of life, the work/life balance you get here
and the fact I can walk my dog on the beach, which is just a
couple of minutes away from where I live – the people are so
friendly too.
“My husband said in our wedding speech, ‘how I got this lass

Foundation of Light and Newcastle
United Foundation, into business owners’
mental health – a subject very close to

Sunderland has indeed seen huge and ongoing investment in
recent years, building on its proud industrial heritage to become
a city set for the future.
Major new additions over previous years include Sunderland’s

Natasha’s heart.
It revealed that more than half of
business owners felt their mental
health had worsened since lockdown,

Software Centre, home to some of the UK’s most dynamic tech

with many citing cash flow and staff

businesses – including MMC – and the Riverside Masterplan,

livelihoods as major concerns.

hailed as the most ambitious city centre regeneration project

“Mental health is a hugely important

in the UK with one million sq ft of office space and 1000

topic and I wanted to know how

sustainable homes, which is set to equip Sunderland for future

we could help these people whose

generations.

businesses had deteriorated overnight

Add to that the likes of the new £11 million auditorium and

– in the first ten days of lockdown, my

the confidence from global names like Legal & General to

business had a massive drop-off in work,

invest £100 million in the city, and Sunderland seems to be a

and I thought that if I was feeling such

place to be – even despite the significant economic challenges

anxiety and worry, then others must be

introduced through the COVID-19 pandemic.

too,” says Natasha.

“We’ll get through it, but some businesses have really

“We found that business owners really

struggled, and that’s hard for all of us who care about our fellow

saw value in peer-to-peer support and

business owners,” says Natasha.

talking about how they’re feeling and

“But others have pivoted, which has really helped them.
“Quite a few of our independent shops with an online business

“My message would be that it’s OK

are doing well digitally, and quite a few are going online for the

to reach out for help – there are people

first time as a result of the pandemic.

who want to help you.

“I’ve been part of a group, led by Sharon Appleby of

“And we made a charitable donation

Sunderland BID, which has met every week to talk about what

to the mental health campaign ran by

the city needs and how we can help.

the two football foundations too.

“We are all in it together, and there’s some terrific individuals
working very hard day and night to keep the city going.”
One business which adapted its offering to win new work was
MMC, which ran research projects to help companies understand

“Giving back not just our time but
contributing to charity during this time
has been important to me.”
Clearly, the Sunderland North East

from Venice Beach to Roker Beach? I’ve nee idea’, but for me, it

how their customers and stakeholders were feeling during the

England Chamber of Commerce

was a very easy decision.”

pandemic.

group provides that kind of supportive

And, as the owner of MMC, a thriving market research and
strategic marketing agency, Sunderland is also a great place to
base a business.
“Oh, 100 per cent,” says Natasha, who is also chair of the
North East England Chamber of Commerce’s Sunderland
committee.

“I didn’t sell at all – it just didn’t feel right to when we first
went into the first lockdown,” says Natasha.
“I went into supportive mode, thinking ‘how can my business

of that fact, and I think that shows the

“We have a strong business community here, we’re very

to look after their mental health.

“There is a great mix of businesses who have been here for
years, many of which are independent, alongside the many new
ones moving into the city.
“There’s a huge amount of innovation and development going
on here, which makes it an exciting place to be long-term.”

“Our Sunderland area group is one of

navigate their way through it all.
house team, so we invested in counselling sessions for our team,

business types we get in our area meetings.

operation.
the best-attended, and we’re very proud

“I couldn’t actually think of a better place to be.
supportive and open, and very diverse too in terms of the

environment, with close member co-

help yours?’ and worked closely with people to help them
“I also thought it was critically important to support our in-

“Working fully flexibly also helped us get through it.
“Our team are fantastic and are the reason our business is
growing, and we need to look after them.
“Thankfully, we remain on track to continue to grow, not least
to take forward our plans to expand into Leeds in 2021.”
MMC also completed a research project during the pandemic,
supported by the Chamber, North East Counselling Service,
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sharing experiences can help.

kind of commitment we have from our

hospitality, retail and everyone in

talk about their sector and how they’re

businesses.

between.

doing.

“They want to get on and help others
to get on, too,” says Natasha.
“All of the sectors are represented, the

“It’s important that everyone has

“It’s not a sales pitch and is really well

a voice, and for me it’s important to

received as it helps us all to find out a bit

remember that not everyone in our

more about what’s happening in our city.

only one that wasn’t really represented

group will be doing well, so I try and

was software and digital before I joined,

chair meetings with empathy and

helping to make Sunderland into an

but we’ve worked to develop that.

awareness.

even better place to be, and we’re all

“We have colleges, the university,
business support, professional services,

“We have a forum we call the State of
Play, where everyone has the chance to

“We all share a common goal of

committed to working together to
achieving that.”

EVENTS

A commitment to supporting the
North East business community
Daniel Marsden-Knight, events
programme and development
manager, details the North East
England Chamber of Commerce’s
commitment to delivering a virtual
events programme in these
challenging times
Daniel Marsden-Knight
daniel.marsden-knight@neechamber.co.uk

In our last edition, I discussed how
meeting virtually and virtual events
would become a normal part of our
post-COVID-19 working and personal
lives. Of course, we are still online. It
now feels normal, logging on, listening,
engaging, networking and still forgetting
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we are on mute.
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As our last edition was released,
behind the scenes my team and I were
planning for a return to small, informal
COVID-19 secure networking events this
autumn.
How we looked, and still look forward,
to seeing smiling Chamber members
heading towards our reception desk in
one of our region’s wonderful venues.

the North East & Teesside EXPOs, the

Women’s Leadership Forum on our

organiser of which (Fresh Start Events)

Inspiring Females Awards. Most of

200 webinars since lockdown until the

has invested heavily in online platforms

all, the team and I look forward to

end of October. I mentioned in our last

to recreate the EXPO experience as best

celebrating the achievements of the

edition this will not stop when we return

they can.

businesses who were shortlisted for

A whopping 7045 of you joined over

to physical events.
The demand is there, it broadens our

I would encourage businesses of all
sizes to engage in this month’s North

this year’s awards and are working on
COVID-19-flexible plans to do so.

service to our members, and we look

East EXPO. Another member, Jack

forward to forming a hybrid programme

Saward, of Saward Marketing & Events, is

events may return after Easter next year.

of online and face-to-face events with

standing out nationally as a real thought

Unfortunately, this is speculation only.

feedback from members.

leader on the future of the industry, co-

An estimated 600,000 people work
in the UK events industry with very few
of us able to continue to do so since
March 23.
We have seen events organisations,

hosting an industry podcast.
It is always great to hear North
Eastern voices leading the way.
Announcements should come in the
Spring around the Chamber Awards as

A personal prediction is that physical

While there is no information from
Government, our focus remains on
our online programme, and COVID-19flexible 2021 planning around some of
our larger annual events.
I can assure members we are ready

just like the Chamber, diversify as best

we continue to work with the British

to act, we have plans and structures

they can, and I commend all of them. It

Chambers of Commerce following this

in place to ensure when we can – we

is not easy.

year’s cancellation.

will be back out there within just a few

The Chamber continues to support

Equally, work continues with our

weeks of any announcement.

UPCOMING EVENT

PAST EVENTS

CHAMBER SHOWCASE @
NORTH EAST EXPO LIVE,
NOVEMBER 25

GLOBAL MEMBERS’
ANNUAL LUNCH, WITH THE
NORWEGIAN AMBASSADOR

Following the success of the first virtual NE Expo in the summer,

October 14, 2020 –

the Chamber are delighted to once again partner with Fresh

available to view at www.neechamber.co.uk/webinars

Start Events on the Chamber Showcase @ North East Expo
LIVE. It is the ultimate business trade-show and exhibition taking

North East businesses which trade internationally heard at first

place online on Wednesday, November 25 from 9am until 3pm.

hand the opportunities to develop closer links with Norway from
the country’s ambassador. Speaking at a North East England

Highlights of the show include more than 60 exhibitors, seminars

Chamber of Commerce global members’ virtual lunch, H.E.

and workshops throughout the day that are free to attend,

Wegger Strommen stressed the UK was a key market for his

and a fantastic networking opportunity. The event is free to

country with 20 per cent of Norwegian goods coming across the

attend online as a delegate and you can arrange meetings with

North Sea.

exhibitors, including the Chamber. There will also be a variety of
business surgeries, including a surgery with Brewin Dolphin.

The ambassador also outlined a breakdown of his country’s
primary export sectors, with the main one being oil and gas and

On the day, you can message attendees via the expo platform to

then the fishing industry. This reliance on fisheries due in part

meet you at the Chamber lounge area for a further networking

to the length of Norway’s coastline; 90 per cent of Norwegians

opportunity.

live by the sea and this is a factor in the long-standing close
economic collaboration with the UK.

To support members during the current crisis, the Chamber are
subsidising Chamber members exhibition stand prices by £20 -

In 2019, the North East did £421m worth of trade with Norway,

member price £75 and non-member £95.

sharing in each other’s primary products, cars from the North
East, petroleum from Norway. However, the development of the
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If you are interested in being an exhibitor and profiling your

North Sea power link and Dogger Bank Offshore Windfarm will

business, or if you have any queries, email ashley.carney@

deliver more opportunities between us.

neechamber.co.uk
The event is free to attend as a delegate.

On the day:

LINKING BUSINESS WITH
E D U C AT I O N
October 15, 2020 –
available to view at www.neechamber.co.uk/webinars

10AM –
Graham Robson, Business Doctors – The Business Reboot

Education leaders and businesspeople from around the North

workshop – an introduction to business recovery and

East combined forces to share ways of ensuring young people

growth planning

get the best possible careers advice.

11.15AM –

North East England Chamber of Commerce and Tees Valley

Alistair McLeod, Gray Fox – Adapting to Uncertainty –

Careers Hub organised the virtual event to give regional

Building agility through your people, technology, and the

employers, colleges, schools and learning providers a forum to

right strategy

create links as well as brainstorm ideas, with over 100 members
participating.

12.30PM –
Tony Douglas, Northumbria University - Vision, Purpose

Niamh Corcoran, Chamber policy adviser who specialises in

and Brand

employment, said: “The discussions at the event were wideranging and provided us with a great list of suggestions to share

1.15PM –

amongst our membership. Chamber business members need

Chamber Spotlight Networking

to have young people coming into the workforce with the right
skills and approach. Through our linking business and education
events we can help to ensure both sectors know what is needed
and how this can be achieved.”
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